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LOOKING AHEAD TO THE CITY

Heart Fund Head

Collections May

BUDGET AND DEPARTMENT NEEDS

To Speak At Knox
i Pomona Saturday

Up to date figures, still incom
plete. show that $3889.22 was col

William Darroch of Waterville,
executive director of the Maine
Heart Fund Association will speak
and show pictures on work of the
Association at the
February
meeting of Knox Pomona Grange
which will be held at White Oak
Grange, North Warren, Saturday.
The afternoon program starting
at 1.30 will be open to the public.
Three numbers will be given by
the host Grange during the lec
turer’s hour. Mrs. Ruth Wiley of
North Warren will deliver the address of weleome. to which Mri.
Nettle Robinson of Thomaston
will respond.
Under the auspices of the Po
mona Home and Community Wel
fare Committee, a Scotch auction
will be held.

lected by Knox County mothers in
the Mothers March on Polio car
ried out Thursday night, Ruth
Rogers, women’s activities chair
man for the county, announced
Monday afternoon.

i
i

i

Mothers March chairmen re
ported the following collections:
Camden, $1,200,
Mrs.
Walter
Strang; Cushing. $55.17, Mrs. Kendall Orff; Friendship. $38.82. Mrs.
I^ewis Benner; Owls Head, $171.41.
Mis.
Frank
Ross;
Rockland,
$1219.
Mrs.
Raymond
Cross;
Rockport, $382.42. Mrs. Mildred
Ladd; South Thomaston. $66. Mrs
Louise Kinney; St. George, $119.51,
Arthur
Freider;
Thomaston,
$430.42, Mrs. Orrin Benner and
Warren. $206 47. Mrs. Pauline Pellicani.
The figures indicated an in
crease over last year’s collec
tions.

Attempted Break

At Gas Station
Fire Chief Wesley H. Knight

A 125 foot fabricated steel mast

Total injuries, in a spot where

weighing several tons crashed; a
3D-ton power

crane

and

boom

tipped over to crash through a
hoisting engine house at the Hock
ing Granite Industries Quaries at
Clark Island about 1.45 p. m..
Monday.
Fifteen men working under the
towering mast being swung into
place on the quarry brink picked
their way out of the W’reckage,
practically unhurt.

death

could

have

collected

a

heavy toll in seconds, one man,
Oiva Rein of Spruce Head, suffer
ed a crushed finger and a crane
operator. from Portland, who
w’ould not divulge his name, sus
tained a bruised leg.
When is was over, the men
counted noses, fearing one of their
number dead or seriously injured
and then congratulated one another on being alive.

DYER REFUTES STATEMENTS BY
PORTLAND LOBSTER DEALER

BENSON ON MAINE LOBSTERS
Leslie Dyer, president of the
Maine Lobstermen’8 Association
.
.
,
,
j
Monday sharply denounced Wil-,
i
liam V. Benson. South Portlai.d

and Wildlife Service.
In "ply to Benson's assertion
that "lobsters caught are smaller
each year
Dyer stated. "If Mr.
gpnson j,a«j availed himself of

lobster dealer, for remarks by i statistical information at hand, he
him last week before a Lion’s Club would have found that the average
in that city.
weight for lobsters landed in
Benson stated that Maine, with Maine in 1940 was 1.109 pounds,
the exception ol Monhegan Island I while the average weight in 1954
Is producing the "worst lobster in was 1.194 pounds.'
On the matter of education for
the entire lobster producing area”,
and suggested a closed season lobstermen. Dyer had this to say.
from July to November, and edu "We can all agree that fisheries
education would be valuable to
cation of lobstermen.
Said Dyer. "Seventy-five per anyone in the industry why conBv Mr.
cont of all Maine lobstermen make fine it to lobstermen?
the hulk of their income during Benson’s own admission his drag
the period from July to Novem ging of lobsters has to date met
ber. Mr. Benson has done a great with ‘fairly meager success'. Cer»
disservice to the lobster industry tainly he should have the benefit
in Maine by his ill-considered re- j of this education as well.’
Dyer concluded. "There are
marks. H«* could argue with as
much sense that we could produce many problems in the industry
a better lobster by prohibiting the that can be solved by intelligent
co-operation between Maine ’obtaking of lobsters at all.”
There is an exceedingly high de stermen. dealers. Department of
mand for Maine lobsters during Sea and Shore Fisheries, and the
the summer months that not only Maine Legislature. Commissioner
provides a livelihood for many Stanley R. Tuppcr has shown a
of our citizens, but helps our sub great concern for the Maine
stantial recreation business as lobstermen and their problems,
and has gained the confidence of a
well.
The year 1955 produced a rec great majority of lobstermen and
ord catjjh of over 22 million
pounds, and the Maine Lobstermen's Assoeiation takes justifiable '
pride in the fact that the average
price was 1.3 cents per pound
above the average 1954 price io
our Maine lobstermen. according
_
.
.
, „
.
to the Department of Sea ami

j

Shore Fiaberiea and

The accident took place as the
owners of the granite firm. Darold and Arnold Hocking were
engaged in the erection of a 125
foot fabricated steel mast at the
edge of their quarry to replace a
65 foot wooden unit In service for
years.
The derrick mast had a value
of $10,000 and is considered a to
tal loss.
Two cranes, one from the Lloyd
White Company of South Portland
a 30 ton unit with a towering
boom. and a seven ton crane with
a. tall boom, owned by Hocking
Granite started to make the lift
which would bring the mast upright.
Delicately balanced, the mast
mae»t
went skyward. When it was 30 feet
off the ground, blocking under an
outrigger on the smaller crane 1
slipped and the unit swung out of
line and a chain attached to the
mast snapped.
The load was placed entirely on

By Sid (ullen

Rockland
taxpayers. already
complaining about heavy taxes,
may face a sharp increase in
levies as the result of what may
be a much larger municipal budbet to be presented for considera
tion in May.
It is the intention of The
Courier-Gazette to interview the
heads of the several departments J
of the city’ government in an effort
learn what they intend to ,
present in the way of budget dcmands this year.
There is no question but what !
salaries will be the major issues
as budgets are drawn up in all departments.
Fire Chief Wesley Knight said
Saturday that his men have asked increases and he will include
them in his budget requests.
The department now expends
$29,454 for salaries. The chief receives $3,640 per year; the deputy
chief, $3,234.40; captain. $3,016. Six
drivers in the department receive
$2,880 each. In addition, 26 call
fire each receive $125 per year
with an assistant chief and three
lieutenants receiving an additional
$25 per year.
Knight stated that he will ask
for as high as an eight per cent
increase in the salary schedule,
which would create an increase
of $2,356.32.
The department’s total budget
last year was $54,850 of which
$7,000 was for a new alarm sys
tem recently installed.
While that Kitem
will not appear
,

to

hed to

Shriners Prepare For Winter Festival

using a 1938 Ford pumper and a
1935 Dodge tanik truck with a
pump which has already seen scr-

dealers,
When intemperate opinions are
thrown about that cause damage
to a Maine industry, it is easier
to believe that a desire for per‘resident Leroy Black, left, secretary-treasurer Frank Kaler, center, and I)r. E. R. Moss, vice
sonul publicity was the. reason, president, officers of the Knox Shrine (luh executive hoard met with the board al the home of the
rather than an interest in the president Friday evening to discuss plans for the club's Feb. 18 winter carnival. The affair will he held
al •h*' Snow Bowl in (ainden. In charge of the program entertainment is Laurence Perry and E. Alien!
y.
>
Gordon, Sidney Segal will be In charge ol tickets for the party. President Black Ik in charge of the j

U. S. Fish | commented,

Harry Richardson, operator of
the Union Street Esso Station at
34 Union street, reported to pollca
Monday morning an attempted
break into the filling station
sometime during Sunday night
Richardson told
police that
someone had attempted to pry
open a window on the northwest
side of the building,
probably
with a stick.
He reported that heavy layer*
of paint on the window frames
prevented the window from slid
ing open. The would-be-thief was
stymied from entering the sta
tion. because of the thick paint
that ran the length and width of
the frame.
Richardson closed up the sta
tion at 9 p. m., Sunday and no
ticed the markings and snow
prints Monday morning.

vice on three chassis. The newest
truck in the department is a 1952
Ford pump and tank truck com
bination with the aerial ladder
nex^
age, having been put Into
service in 1949. The Ford cost
$7,500 and the aerial unit $32,000.
The chlef- while Pacing great
importance on equipment replacement and alarm system and vehic^e maintenance, stressed strong'Y the need for paying firemen an
adequate wage.
He observed that his men work
24 hours on duty and 24 hours ff.
The off time is used for other employiment to make up the income
needed to maintain their families,
He cited examples of two men
who work as part time police officers at school crossings to supplement their income and others who
Warren Firemen
work as painters on their off days.
The turnover of men in the de- Appoint Officers
part in recent years has been very
Manning assignments have been
high due to their inability to pro
vide for families on their depart- made In the Warren Fire Depart
ment. Unit two, a pumper, will
ment pay, he observed.
Add to the above mentioned re be captained by Charles Over
quirements listed by Chief Knight, look, n. with William Sawyer tbe
is the need for the addition of two lieutenant. Unit three, the tank
machinery possibly another $ 10,regular drivers to the department. truck, will have Stanley Young as
000. Loss of time in work and in
While he mav not enter this re- captain, and Earl Griffin as lieu
tenant; and the newly bought apthe weeks ahead until a new mast
quest in this year's budget, he
paratus. a combination tank truck
I can be stepped, and costs of get
states there is a very real need
and pumper will be captained by
ting ready to set a new mast will
for them.
Charles Stimpson. Jr., with Er
be another $5,000. they estimate.
He cites safety of the men as a
nest Perry as lieutenant.
Damage to the huge crane, and
paramount consideration for add
The department
has moved
i costs of righting and repairing It
ed personnel. An example pointed
ahead in equipment the past year.
! have not been estimated, but may
out was the fact that but two men
It now has 6,000 feet of 1 1/2 Inch
the larger crane whichtipped
considerable
go on a truck answering a chim
and 2 1/2 inch hose as compared
slowly to one side, swung.as its
The loss is insured, according
ney fire call. One man, the senior,
to only 600 feet in 1946, just beoperators tried frantically to re- to thp Hocking brothers. As it
has to inspect the building from for the series of drouth yean.
lease the load of the mast, and happenPd the agency insuring the!
then toppled as he clawed his way erection proj6ct had two men oni’"
May budget request, othei cellar to attic to determine whetn- The company has one Scott Air
l0 safety over the canted deck ol the site. Ted and Cliff Ladd who lten‘S W’hlCh
repla<:e R win er or not ,the blaze has broken Pak and plans to add the second
the unit, jumping as it crashed themselves escaped injury, by a For exaniple' 1 000 f,“et of new through the chimney and involved in April.
j two and one half inch hose at a the building.
The Tiger Engine Company has
on its side.
j narrow margin.
Meanwhile, the second man is added a Siamese Y to the new
I cost of $1,800 ; 500 feet of one and
The boom of the larger crane .
The quarry owners were in
wrestling a 24 foot extension lad unit. Mounted on the left fender
sliced through the quarry hoisting touch with the mast manufactur- one half inch hose at a cost of
der off the truck alone. He can’t of the truck this ‘Y’ enables two
engine house, shattering the build- ers and hoisting engine suppliers $750 and 200 feet of booster hose
raise it to the side of the house take-offs from 2 1/2 inch hose to
ing in half and wrecking hoisting , by late afternoon Monday, mak- at a cost of $172. Add to thi4 $400
for it is a two man job at the 1 1/2. to be put to use when lesa
which
is
already
overdrawn
in
machinery inside.
ing arrangements for replacebest, and actually needs three to water is required at a fire. The
! last year’s equipment budget.
The smaller crane. balanced ment.
company also contributed a spin
Then., to increase the value of do it safely.
precariously for a moment and
Once the inside inspection is ner holder to the new truck's
the new alarm system and bring
then settled back on even keel.
TKl'TH, THE INVINCIBI.E
The larger crane fell partly T,.ulh cru.
earth
rise I it to top efficiency, an item of over, the first man joins his part equipment. This also has been
' $1,500 for new alarm boxes in ner and helps raise the ladder. mounted on the left fender.
across the maxt it had been liftagain
ing.
The eternal years of God pre I some sections ol' the city. Also Then, they have to mount the
hers;
Cables, which a moment before '
$300 for three new hydrant in ladder, carrying a roof ladder get. he does maintain that tt
should be there and should be
had
been
whipping
lethally But error, wounded, writhes with stallations, two in the Pen Bay with them.
pain,
There is no one left to hold the granted.
through the air dropped to the
housing
area
and
another
on
And dies among his worship
Should the request go in, and ba
ground in a hopeless tangle,
Payne avenue where new con ladder at the base.
pers.
It is necessary to climb to the granted, the total increase tor the
The Hocking brothers estimated
struction is now unprotected.
William Cullen Bryant.
their loses at some $25,000. The
The department’s Mack pumper full extent of the upright ladder department in the May budget re
Slow Down And Live! The live is nearing the limit of its life as to reach the roof edge of a two quest would amount to $13,883.32
mast value was set at $10,000 with
damage to the hoist house and you save may be your own.
far as credit toward insurance story house. Then comes the job or about $600 short of adding one
rates is concerned, and must be of sliding the roof ladder up over mill to the tax rate.
replaced in three years or less, the edge and rooking it over the
Knight said. He recommends that ridge pole. As this is done, the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
$5,000 be included in the budget upright ladder is carrying two
If I had my life to live again,
this year to build toward the esti men at its peak and offers a pre I would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
mated $18,500 cost of a new truck carious platform at the best.
Knight observed that a third music at least once a week. The
three years hence.
loss of these tastes is a loss of
He also will ask for a uniform man would be of great value, not happiness—Charles Darwin.
only
from
a
safety
standpoint,
but
allowance for the nine man de
REWARD
partment of $845 and $2,000 for from a point of speed in covering
"Fate treated me meanly, but I
the
fire.
general supplies for the depart
looked at her and laughed,
In the case of a major fire, all
ment.
That none might know how bit
the
apparatus
could
roll
instantly
Add it all up and then deduct
ter was the cup I quaffed.
the $7,000 item for the fire alarm ahd not have to delay a piece Along came Joy. and paused be
side me where I sat.
system of last year it comes out which might be sorely needed un
Saying. ‘I came to see what you
as an increase of $8,123.32 over til a call man arrived to drive it.
were laughing at.' ”
The cost of two additional men,
last year's figure for a total bud
Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
one
to
each
of
the
24
hour
shifts,
get request of $62,973.32.
Knight goes on to remind citi would be $5,760 per year.
While Knight is not necessarily
zens that other replacements will
be coming up in fire trucks as the planning to enter the request for
years roll on. His men are now two more men in this year’s bud-

Photos by Cullen Hospital Treats
In the lower pictun—the far side of the hoist house is shown
with the tup of the boom of the big erune resting on the ground in
Three For Cuts
the foreground. No one was in the hoist house at the time of the
accident, but men were placed much the same as they are shown
Two persons were treated at
in the picture taken alter the crash.
Knox County Hospital Friday for
cuts received when they put their
arms through plate glass door
windows.
William Butman, 15. son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Butman of In
graham’s Hill suffered a deep lacI eration of the left hand when he
| put it through a plate glass door
at Rockland High School. He was
' released following treatment.
Mrs. Ida Rogers, 51, of Rockland
was treated for lacerations of her
right arm received when she fell
against a plate glass door window
at her home. She was released.
The only other weekend acci
dent case treated was Melvin
Lunt. 26. of 56 Thomaston street.
Lunt received lacerations on the
toes of his right foot Friday w’hen
he dropped a fish knife w’hile
working at the Bi ids eye plant.
The knife pierced his shoe. He
was also released after he was
treated.

Top picture—The J* i H til ton crane, lies on its side at the
right of the picture, resting on the crumpled 125 foot must which
it had been lifting with the aid of u smaller crane. The crane’s
towering boom sliced through the quarry hoist house at the left,
demolishing it and the hoisting machinery inside.

Issue

Mothers March
Exceed Last Year

j
'

Tuesday

| affair.

Photo by McKeon |

- NOTICE -

Members of
LIMEROCK COUNCIL
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Will meet at the Burpee Fu
neral Home, Wednesday evening
at 7.15 to recite the Rosary at
the remains of Theresa T. Robi
shaw. wife of Brother Robert
Robishaw*.

We wish to
__ ____
-(clients we have had the .___

sure of serving la the past.

STATE NEWS COMPANY

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY
On Order a*
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EDITORIAL

KNOW YOUR OWN CITY
Hi

Private Janice Garrison, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Amos Garri
son, of Rockville, has been as
signed to the Medical Field Ser
vice School at Fort Sam Houston.
Texas for duty as a student, fol
lowing graduation
from eight
weeks of basic training at The
Women’s Army Corps Center at
Fort McLellan, Ala.
* * *

Sp/3 Maynard K. Tolnian. who
has been in Korea for the past 12
months has returned to his home
in West Rockport. He received
his discharge Wednesday. May
nard is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Tolman and the husband of
Ruth S. Tolman. They left Sun
day for Pennsylvania for a visit
with Mrs. Tolman’s family. They
will also visit her sisters in Buf
falo, N. Y.

Municipal Court
Two Rockland youths were fined
on speeding charges for an inci
dent termed by Rockland police
as "playing tag with each other’s
car" at a Municipal Court session
Saturday morning.
Dana E. Merrill, 17, of Rockland
and a 15 year old chum were both
fined HO and $3.70 court costs af
ter pleading guilty to driving 45
miles an hour in a 25 mile zone on
crowded Union street Friday eve
ning. Both paid the fines.
...
David F. Stearns of Rockland
was found guilty of passing
through a stop sign at Union and
Pleasant street Friday and fined
>13 .70 including court costs.
Stearns who pleaded not guilty
to the charge, appealed and was
was released in $50 personal re
cognizance.
• * •
Bill C. Smith, 22. of Palisade’s.
Neb., a Coast Guardsman sta
tioned aboard thc buoy tender
Laurel in Rockland, was found
not guilty of driving 50 miles an
hour in a 25 mile zone at a Muni
cipal
Court
session
Monday
morning.
Judge Alfred Strout returned
the finding after Smith had
pleaded not guilty to the charge.
Smith was arrested on North
Main street Friday evening by
Rockland police after the Rock
land police patrol car crashed
into a telephone pole while fol
lowing him.
• * *
Arthur L. Turner, 38, of Rock
port, was found guilty of drunken
driving and appealed a $100 fine
and $3.70 court cost’.
Turn.-r was arrested by Rock
land police after the truck he was
charged with operating smashed
into a parked vehicle on Cam
den street. Saturday evening.
He had pleaded innocent to

WATCH CHANNEL 8
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
6.15 to 6.45
And See the Demonstration of

DUTCH BOY MIRACLE PAINT
_ _ _ _ NALPLEX

NALPLEX
Vufck'Swpl

new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish
• ODORLESS

FAST MOVING TIGERS BAFFLE FORT

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Service Notes

• DRIES FAST

• EASY CLEAN UP WITH WATER

• LOVELY COLORS

mGh 9

A series of special articles on the several branches
and departments of the City of Rockland stalls in today's
issue of this newspaper.
At the request of and in co-operation with the City
Manager and City Council the articles are being written
by City Editor Sidney Cullen in an effort to bring a more
complete understanding by the citizens of the operation
and problems of the various departments.
This is not a critical analysis but rather an effort to
bring citizens and their servants into a closer understand
ing which should be mutually advantageous.
We recommend a thorough reading of the complete
series.

WHAT IS THE COURSE OF WISDOM?
The problem of tuition costs for towns which have no
high schools of their own is ever present, but is of neces
sity emphasized by two factors presently looming large in
town thinking—
1. The ever increasing number of boys and girls en
titled to secondary school preparation for further educa
tion or for life work.
2. The sharp increase in tuition costs per pupil which
must be charged by the host high schools due to the greatly
increased costs of operating these schools.
This thinking leads inevitably to the practicability of
the area high school, long discussed in this column.

« •«•

There is no gainsaying the fact that there are two sides
to the area school idea as it affects this particular area.
The educational superiority of the large faculties and ade
quate equipment are only, two of the many advantages of
the area school.
On the other side of the picture the financial problem
is one of major proportions, though by no means as in
surmountable as it looks at first glance. Many parents
are wholly opposed to large scale bus transportation of
pupils and the loss of individuality by the respective small
schools. The utilization or abandonment of existing school
buildings presents interesting possibilities. The reaction
of the citizens of small towns and larger centers will make
an intriguing side of thc picture when and if the march of
education forces the area school into a position of press
ing decision. General consideration sees such schools as
a relief of educational pressure to the small town and a
somewhat heavier financial load to the larger communi
ties which are better able to carry the load.
The future of our nation hangs on the efficiency of the
education we give our children. We must not be laggards.

HIGH PRAISE FROM AND TO A MASTER
Outstanding figures in the history of any community
are always objects of editorial comment and two such are
herewith mentioned, a man of today and a man of yester
day, both without peer in the field, nationwide, of the magic
artistry of the clarinet. Reference is had to Mont Arey
of Vinalhaven, recently retired as big time orchestral
clarinetist, and Rockland’’s “Colonel” Meservey of an earlier
generation.
Mr. Arey has this to say:
“Thc poem about the Meservey Quintet in Thurs
day’s Courier-Gazette by Milton Brown pleased me very
much. To me, Meservey was the greatest clarinetist.
“In 1898. I went to Rockland every week for a clari
net lesson with Mr. Meservey. The expenses for the
day were twenty-five cents for the round trip on the
Bodwell, twenty-five cents for lunch at Nash’s and fifty
cents for my lesson. Mr. Meservey did not confine the
time to one hour or two hours either. He was a great
man and I admired him very much. In his corrections
duiing leissons, he was never unkind or sarcastic, and
there was such a fascination in looking into his eyes,
that sometimes one would almost forget the correction
in thinking only of what a good man he was.
“Whenever he came to Vinalhaven, I always spent
the entire evening behind him while he was playing.
I can’t understand it, but he never seemed to mind my
being with him constantly.
“Since studying with him in 1898. I have heard all
the best clarinetists in the United States and many
from abroad, and have never heard a clarinetist who
moved me so much and affected me so deeply.
“The Quintet always played from manuscripts
which he himself had arranged and copied. He was a
fine musician as well as a great clarinetist.
“Mr. Brown speaks of Meservey producing a
‘peculiar tone and a style all his own.’ Certainly, no
one else could ‘imitate the effect he created.’
“It was mv impression that The Colonel, as every
body called Mr. Meservey, produced the ideal quality of
tone which every clarinetist strives for but seldom
reaches. His tone was mellow, round and smooth,
sometimes brilliant but never a squeal.
“After almost sixty years of clarinet playing, I only
hope that if Mr. Meservey were alive now, he would say
that I have approximated his ability.
“The late Bert Farnham felt the same way I do
about Meservey, and so does Charlie Woodcock, and
then there is Toni Fleming who is another Meservey
worshipper.’’

CAMDEN BOWS TO SEA HAWKS
By Ed McKeon

586 JLUX ST.

KOtKUMl

10-T-37

,

Camden, fighting tooth and nail
at Booth-bay Harbor Friday night,
dropped a three point decision 50
l to 47 to thc Sea Hawks for their
i first loss in Knox-Lincoln League
play this season. The win puts th?
Sea Hawks atop the league ladder.
In Knox County’s other “big
game” of the weekend. Rockland
High School’s Tigers kept a 15 to
20 point lead most of the second
half on a Friday night ball game
at the Community Building to ru**
a mystified Fort Fairfield quintet
into the ground 55 to 41.
In Medomak Valley League
play, Bristol whipped a winless
I Warren squad once again 57 to 3G
to tie up Union for second place
behind leader Rockport.
The Rockport Beavers dropped
Appleton 53 to 25 on their home
i court in their home run toward
: the league championship for the
third straight year.
In two other
Knox-Lincoln
League games Friday, invading
Lincoln Academy tied Thomaston
for fourth spot by squeezing out a
three point 45 to 42 win over the
Waldoboro Blucjays while a Thom
aston rally fell short by three
points in losing to Wiscasset 53
to 50 on the Wiscasset floor.
| In the only other contest in the
county Union bounced back from
a Tuesday night defeat by Thom, aston to put an anchor on a fast
i improving Rockland Jayvce squad
36 to 29.
AH eyes were on the Camden1 Boothbay Harbor contest Friday
I night as the two top teams, undc' feated in league competition, met
! for thc first time this season.
The loss gives the Mustangs a
! seven and one record and the Sea
I Hawks a perfect eight but docs
anything but put Camden out of
thc championship race as the two
teams are slated to meet again
Feb. 10 on Camden’s home court.
The home game will give thc
j Mustangs a definite advantage and
I may. barring an upset of the two
teams, put the league race in a
I deadlock finale.

efforts snuffed by a three poin*
deficit at the game’s end in the
Camden-Boothbay Harbor game.
The Sea Hawk’s Merrill Kelley
threw in 21 points to stave off the |
continuous Camden threat to their
victory.
Leopard, playing a rushing
came throughout for the Camdenites. dropped seven baskets wifh
an additional six free throws to
total 20 points from his guard spot.
Boothbay took an early lead
and headed the score sheet in all
four periods 10-8, 25-22. 39-37 and
50-47.
Elaine Hoffscs. seasonal high
scorer, led the Camden girls to a
74 to 53 win over the Harbor
lassies with 32 points while Boothbay’s Wendy Bartlett dropped in
32 of her own.

Fort Fairfield-Rockland
The Rockland Tigers rushed to
an early lead on two foul shots
and three quick baskets by cen
ter Ralph Hooper and stayed
ahead to down a stumped Fort
Fairfield squad.
The victory avenged an earlier
defeat at the hands of the Fort
team, who came to Rockland
boasting an 11 and 2 record. It
also put Rockland right back into
tournament consideration.
Despite a close guard all eve- |
ning Hooper, working outside his :
Uiual keyhole spot, found the j
nets for eight baskets and nine of i
13 foul tries for a big 25 points. 1
Bob McDougal, the visitors’ i
right forward, dropped in nine
baskets for 18 points for the losers.
Tiger guard Dick Gardner hit
the hoop for 14 points in the run
away.
Rockland led 18 to 10 at the first
period and built the difference to
1 31 to 18 at the half. With regulars
till playing, thc locals boasted a
' third period score of 44 to 23.
The winners made good use of
I center Hooper keeping the back| boards controlled for most of the
came and loosening up thc floating
| zone defense of the visitors with
| set shots by’ Gardner.
Rockland showed up well at the
Coach Mike DiRenzo’s magic foul line during the evening hit
must have been used in training ting for 17 of 28 attempts while
sessions last week to inspire a the Fort threw in 9 ol 14.
. beautiful exhibition of team work
Union-Rockland Jayvee
• in Friday’s victory parade by thc
Ken Calderwood. Union forward,
1 Tigers. What the magic was no
found the nets for five baskets and
body knows but it put the Rockix fouls for 16 points in leading
landers back on the victory trail
his team to a close low scoring
and headed for a possible tourna
victory over thc Rockland Jay
ment berth.
vce team 36 to 29 on thc Roekland
Camden-Boothbay Harbor
Community Building floor.
Johnny’ Pitman. Jim Dinsmore
The Jayvee squad kept close to
and Dick Leonard fought a hard the winners throughout the game
battle of points only to see their through the efforts of Tommy

the charge and was released in tives in Wilton.
$200 personal recognizance fol
Mr. and Mrs. Gabien Brown and
lowing his appeal.
two children of Roslindalc. Mass.,
have moved to Union and at pre
sent arc with Mrs. Brown’s par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Bert Jones.
UNION
PTA will meet Wednesday eve
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD ning, Feb. 1. at tho school building.
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24
rf

Union Extension
Group will
meet Thursday. Feb. 2. at 1 p. m.,
at Mrs. Muriel H«aths. Mrs. Fol
som. H.D.A.. of Rockland will be
present and discuss subject “Your
Food. Your Pocketbook and You.”
Refrcshm* nts will be served fol
lowing thc meeting.

Elmer Keene has returned from !
Knox Hospital. Roekland.

and Paint Center

Police Cruiser Wrecked In Speeder Chase

FAIRFIELD TO GAIN TOURNEY EDGE,

Work resumed Monday at the
Poultry Crate Co., with Robert
Heald as manager.

Carr's Wallpaper

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

William Gleason completed his '
work at A. T. Thurston Co., Rock
land. and
began employment
MAT I OWA I
» * »’» t ouneit
Monday with Thurston Brothers.
Casket Factory'.
Nobody has as much trouble as
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Traak and tbe fellow who is always atajadiiVf j
family spent Saturday with re la-, up (or his rights.

Rockland’s 1955 Plymouth sedan police cruiser shown immediately following the accident Friday
night when it struck a power pole, snapping it and completely demolishing the cruise*’. Pa*’"’’r~°h
John Low, lone occupant, was unhurt in the accident.
Photo by McKeon

Rockland’s poiice cruiser car tigating officer, that he lost con-,
was completely demolished Fri trol of the car during the turn 1
day night when its operator, pa when he swerved to avoid collitrolman. John Low, 36. of 116 sion with another car coming
from the opposite direction down
North Main street lost control
North Main street. He said thc
while chasing another car.
cruiser skidded on a patch of i.e
Low was unhurt in the accident and swerved into the pole.
Police estimated the car as a
except for a bad shaking up. He
reported that the car swerved complete loss. It will be replaced
by a new 1956 Plymouth sedan powhile turning from Main street
lice cruiser previously ordered
onto North Main about 10.50 p. ' and received by Miller’s Garage
m., Friday.
Monday morning.
The car struck a traffic sign on I
The new cruiser will be ready
the right side of the road and
swerved to the* left snapping a for service some time this week
after transfer of thc two-way po
power pole. The police cruiser
lice radio and other police acces-,
continued another 100 feet and
sories are completed.
came to rest in the center of the
One of thc two cars, patrolman
road, completely’ turned around.

stationed
Coast
Guardsman
aboard the buoy tender Laurel,
Smith and his bride of a few
hours were part of a two car wedding procession. He was charged
w.jy, driving 50 miles an hour in
a 25 mile zone bnt was found not
guilty in Municipal Court Monday
morning.
Traffic at the North Main street
scene was deleted for a short
time because of thc wires strewn
about the area. The pole contained
mostly telephone wires.
"
■

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

UNFURN. Apt. to let, four
rooms and bath Central. TEL.
923-R.
13-15
FTVE-Rms. and Bath Apt. to
Low told Harvcy”chiids,""inveswas ch#ain« returned ‘°
let',''fu, n." 18 Holmes St.
scene. The operator was Bill C. Apply 225 MAIN. Apt. 5 between
Smith. 22. of Palisades, Neb., a 9 and 12 a. m.
13*15
Smith who sank six baskets for
the losers.
Breaking a first period eight-all
—----- —----------------------------- ,
tie ajid a one point 15 to 14 half

time margin Union jumped to a
28 to 22 third canto advantage and
went on to win by seven points.
The game was closer than the
first meeting which indicated a
large improvement in the Jayvce
squad brought on by experience.
Rockport-Appleton
Rockport held an outplayed Ap
pleton team scoreless for the en
tire first period while racking up
18 points themselves and went on
to win 53 to 25.
Appleton’s Dick Sprowl dropped
in 21 of his team’s points with
teammate Ken Fuller contributing
two baskets for the only’ ?fher tal
lies.

a raise in pay!"
NEW BILL CONSOLIDATION SERVICE is
aimed at relieving monthly pressure by con
solidating bills . . . reducing payments that are
too high . . . and leaving more money for your
family every pay day.
How does it work? At your request, you
and I will sit down and go over your present
situation. Why not do this? Phone or come
Miles Sawyer
in to see me. I'll put our new Bill Consolida
YES MANager
tion Service at your disposal without any extra ,
cost or obligation. And ... if a cash loan is the answer, I'll handtailor it to your own needs and income. My phone number is
Rockland 1133. Or see me at ’Buwfiaai FINANCE CO., 356 Main
OUR

Street. I'm at your service.

(Continued on Page Five)

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON

■L..' ■>'

.-

you say 'Jll wait till spring”..

Just

look what you're missing!

It doesn’t cost a penny more to own and enjoy this KING-SIZE DODGE CORONET right through the winter monthsl

1

Extra months at no extra

cost! Your big new ’56 Dodge

Coronet will carry the name

2

So much more to enjoy!

This new ’56 Dodge Coronet
is the only ear in U» field

3

SOMETHING BIG HAPPENED
IN THE LOW PRICE FIELD !

high resale ralue in the years

to bring you such KING-SIZE

That’s right—this full-size, full-

ahead whether you buy now or

value at such a low price. It
is longer, bigger, more luxuri

styled, full-powered Dodge
Coronet is priced down witb

ous than many cars costing a

the small cars. Here’s no
stripped-down “price special”

wait till Spring. It’s model year
that determines resale ralue.

There is absolutely nothing to
gain by “holding back” on this

thousand dollars more. It offers
you the Magic Touch of push

big, glamourous ’56 Dodge

button driving, the break-away

. . . it’s complete! And it brings
you thc “Magic Touch” of

Coronet that’s creating such a
sensation. Every day you wait

power of the world’s recordbreaking Red Ram V-8 engine,

Surest, safest, easiest way to

you're throwing away the pleas
ure that tan be yours rigid row!

the trend-setting beauty of JetFin styling. Why not act today?

drive you’ve ever known! Step
up to the Dodge Coronet today!

Dodge

New ’56

DODGE

push-button driving:

VALUE IfADEP Of THC FOPWAPO LOOK

. Just announced—super- powered D-5OO' A new Dodge masterpiece. Engineering perfection ... astounding performance... 260 h.p.

ELLERY T. NELSON, Inc.
515 Main St., Rockland, Maine

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 31, 1956
New Plymouth 4-Door Hardtop

TALK OF THE TOWN

T/

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar All
are free and space here cannot he
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
F< b. 1—Lafayette Auxiliary will
meet at 6.30 at Odd Fellows
Hall.
Feb. 2—Theta Rho Girls Club wil!
meet at Odd Fellows Hal! at 7 :
p. m.

Feb. 2—Emblem Club meets Elks ,
Home at 8 p. m.

k?*

"

Page Three

[Truck Driver Jailed After Saturday Crash

MJ5?' Mr,

-

County Attorney Curtis Payson
is a patient at Knox Hospital
where he was taken Sunday after
noon from his Union home, suffer
ing from an attack of pnuemonia.
He was taken ill last Tuesday fol
lowing a trip to Brighton. Mass..
Monday where he interviewed Coast
Guardsman Donald Pooler at the '
Brighton Marine Hospital. Pooler
the state’s principal witness
. _ .
„
a«aln8t Anth«*y Cuec.nello ol
Rockland, charged with assaul’
with intent to kill Pooler in a
parking lot altercation last Octo-

Fellows Hall.
ber- 11 is exP€Cted that Payson
Feb. 10 — Golden Rod Chapter. ' wI1> be sufficiently recovered to
OES. meets at Masonic Temple, i appear in his official capacity at
Belvedere four-door hardtop is an entirely new model introduced by Plymouth in its 1956 line of cars.
Feb. 12 Lincoln’s Birthday.
; the February term of Knox Super*
Feb.
15—Ash w,Wednesday.
i
u«»,
Aerodynamic styling, push button driving and powerful new Hv-Fire engine are among outstanding
„ .
. ,
*
,
,i Aor Court opening the 14th.
Feto. 16 — Emblem Club social
features. Safety door latches and other safety items are standard equipment.
meeting at Elks Home at 61
p. m.
A new police cruiser car is due
Feb. 17—World Day of Prayer, to be delivered this week to re- MR. AND MRS. HAROLD L. KARL HOLD direction of Mrs. Athleen Pease,
Mrs. Susie Dickey of Belfast gave
Rockland observance at Pratt j place the one wrecked Friday
Memorial Methodist Church.
a humorous reading after which
OPEN
HOUSE
ON
40th
ANNIVERSARY
night
as
Patrolman
John
Lowe
Feb. 20-21-22—Sportsmen’s Show.
two teams captained by Mr. and
chased a speeder. The new unit,
Rockiand Community Building.
Friends, relatives and neighbors tant role in the development of I Mrs. Josef Vinal took part in
Feb. 21-22—Elks’ 50th Anniver a Plymouth V-8 had been ordered
All that remained of a 1949 Kaiser sedan is shown above after a heavy tractor unit had crashed
to a number approaching 100 those countries, installing electric i quiz game. Mrs. Vinal’s team was
sary.
several weeks and arrived in the
gathered Sunday at the Gianite power plants. Mrs. Karl accom- composed of Herman A. Winchen- it and rolled over it on Camden street about 8.30 p. m. Saturday. The car, owned by Howard Neild of
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
South Thomaston, was parked in front of the home of Ernest Watling at 125 Camden street when it
city Monday.
March 30--Good Friday.
Street home of Mr. and Mrs. Har panied him to South America and baugh. Leroy A. Chatto. James was struck from the rear by the tractor, owned by Congdon Transportation Co. of Portland and operated
April 1—Easter Sunday.
old L. Karl on the occasion of in 1924 he returned to Rockland to j Roach and Edward Lawrence, by Arthur J,. Turner, 37, of Huse Street, Rockport. The car, unoccupied at the time of the crash, was
Firemen were called to Crove their fortleth wedding anniver8ary. join his father, the late John C while Mr. Vinal had Mrs. Leah
ahead of the tractor for 125 feet and the body torn from the chassis and twisted into a mass of
M„ william Karl and Mrs. Karl in the paint contracting J Page. Mrs. Jeanne Ferrier, Mrs. I wreckage. The accident was investigated by Patrolmen Carleton Thurston and John Lowe who arrested
Bud Wood of Wood’s Bus Line street Saturday afternoon for
Turner
on drunken driving charges.
Pho Vo oy u alien
donated a bus and Albert Smith some sawdust work whejn oil was Aimee Karl Blood were in charge business. In later years he re- I Geraldine McConchie and Miss
_______________________
reported
leaking
on
the
street
of refreshments and made the at turned to his electrical training. J Katherine Veazie as the members
his time as driver to transport
ed and placed In the same grave
the Rockland High School band Upon arrival they found that the tractive wedding cake. Mrs. Ra employed by Snow’s and Camden ( of hia team. Honors were evenly NEW ENGLAND LORE OF
at Mount Auburn in Boston which
oil
had
come
from
a
Rockland
phael
S.
Sherman
assisted
in
shipyards.
to the basketball game in Brewer
divided between the teams.
contained the precious remains of
Fuel Company truck making a de receiving.
One of the highlights of the ob- I The next meeting will be the ; SEA AND SHORE
The Karls received
recently.
, my great, dear, and venerated
livery. The trouble was cleared many charming gifts honoring the servance was a telephone call annual Past Matrons and Patrons !
By Edward Bowe Snow
wife."
anniversary. They were married from their son John F. Karl of night with the past officers filling 1
Teen Council of Rockland wil) up with three bags of sawdust.
Charles F. Winslow
Jan. 31, 1916 by Rev. J. Edward Norwalk, Calif., who talked with the chairs under the leadership of A HEART BIKIEI)
died on July 8, 1877, in Salt Lake
turn over $18.05 to the Polio drive
The heart, securely packaged
City.
of
Glen
Newton
of
the
Congregational
AT
NANTUCKET
his
parents,
the
other
members
of
Mrs.
Shirley
Barbour
which are net proceeds from a
Mrs. Helen Bean as worthy ma-'
after it had been removed from
party sponsored by the Council Cove was shaken up but otherwise , Church. Mrs. Karl was the for- the family and several friends ( tron.
From that moment on I dis
One stormy afternoon in 1934 I
his body by the terms of the will,
present at the time. The other
and held Saturday night at the uninjured about 7.45 a. m. Monday mer Winnifred Clark Leighton.
covered
item
after
item
and
fact
i was browsing in a second-hand
left Salt Lake City on Aug. 14,
Mr. Karl, following graduation children of Mr. and Mrs. Karl are
Snow Bowl Lodge in Camden, when her 1953 Chevrolet coupe
1 bookstore, and came across a after fact. Within two days I had 1877, and was buried at midnight
Five
Car
Accident
drawing 70 persons. The party in skidded on Glen Cove hill and from the University of Maine in William A. Karl and Mrs. Aimee
copy of “Island of Nantucket.” uncovered almost the entire story. over a week later in the Nantuck
cluded skating and a dance follow crashed into a utility pole. Troop 1906 as an electrical engineer Karl Blood of Rockland and Neil
The
author’s name was nowhere I found out that Dr. Charles F. et cemetery.
Sunday In Camden
ing. Chaperones for the affair er Roger Farris investigated and went to Cali, Columbia and Sao Karl of Jamestown, N. Y. There
on the yellow jacket, but I re- Winslow was born on June 30,
Even after I had uncovered the
were Rockland Police Chief and estimated damage to the car at Paulo, Brazil, playing an impor- are ten grandchildren.
Alfred E. Rawley, 27. of Cam- member reading on page 61 an 1811, on Nantucket Island.
I evidence that the heart had been
Mrs. Bernard Thompson and City $300. Mrs. Barbour was able to
A very unusual child, he learn buried at the South Cemetery,
di n and his wife Ruby, little sus-! item about a Dr. Winslow, whose
The Rockland Rifle and Pistol .
Recreation Director and Mrs. Ed continue to Camden where she
pected when they started backing
the book stated, was burled ed all he could about medicine there were many disbelievers in
Golden
Rod
ward Ericson.
teaches in the elementary schools. Club rifle team will shoot a
and left the island as a young man . Nantucket, and so after permisout of their driveway on the Oak a* Nantucket Island.
shoulder to shoulder match with ' Chapter Observes
Hill section of Hosmer Pond road
was several years before I to study at Harvard and later at sion of ,hc family had been op.
The Coastmen Color guard will
Town Manager Leon Fitts of
that five cars would be piled up obtained another glance at the Pai la
tained, the heart was located and
give an exhibition at the Thomp Thomaston has arranged for a the Belfast Rifle Club at Belfast I Brothers Night
in the road before they completed book’ which Proved to have been
He became a doctor, lawyer, photoghaphed in the cemetery,
Wednesday.
The
pistol
team
will
son Memorial Gym in Union Tues
tree trimming program in the
their turn.
written by Edward K. Godfrey.1 and a student of astronomy and and then reburied. A atone wm
Brothers Night was observed at
day evening at intermission time
town which ties in with state and shoot against a team trom Lincoln
That was the case Sunday after- On readin£ the strange statement the nature of the universe. In later placed there, July 14, 1947,
between the two games. All pro
the
meeting
of
Golden
Rod
Chap

federal
programs
to
control County Club at Rockland on Feb.
noon as the couple left their on Pa^e 61, I journeyed to Nan- 1853. when 42, he published his in the presence of all surviving
ceeds go to the Polio fund. This
8. The monthly meeting of the ter. OES. Friday evening with the
Dutch Elm disease.
driveway situated at the low tucket Island and interviewed my theory on atomic reaction, and members of Dr. Winslow’’a family
will make the first appearance
Roekland Rifle and Pistol Club men serving the supper under the
| friend, Dr. Will Gardner, author was actually investigating the de- who could be present.
point of the hill.
that the Coastmen have made in
will be held Feb. 7 and the club’s direction of Past Patron Winfield
of
‘Three Bricks and Three velopment of possibilities which ;
■—■■■■
Brownie
Scouts
of
Troop
19
}
Harold
Smith,
27.
of
Camden,
Knox County. On Jan. 21 they
monthly supper on Feb. 21 at 6 45
Brothers,
”
I
was
anxious
to
find
finally
led
to
the
atom
bomb,
toured
the
city
building
last
Tues;
riding
with
his
wife,
came
over
Chatto. At the evening meeting,
made their first appearance with
Basketball p. m. Mrs. Wendell Jones is sup
special guests were Mis. Hazel the hill and spotted the Rawley where the heart had been buried. | Going to California shortly after
new equipment at the Bangor day, visiting the several munici- i per chairman.
As
a
result
of
the
interview
’
,
in
the
gold
rush
ended
he
moved
to
Libby of Richmond, worthy grand | Car. He applied his brakes and
Color Guard In
Auditorium, on Jan. 27 they made pal offices under the direction of
Clt>’ on the death
hia
matron; Mrs. Leah Page of Bath stopped on the’right side'of the Which h<> did,>,t quite beliV<? me' Salt
their second appearance at the their leader, Mrs. Ann Miller.
Tony Cokinis observed his 70th associate grand conductress; Mrs. road before he came to the drive Dr. Gardner agreed to help try to wife in 1874. That same year he Union Polio Benefit
Cony-Gardiner game in the Gar They vis’ted the city jail and de
discover the heart buried in Nan- i wrote his will, part of which I,
birthday
last Friday, and being a Pauline Gilpatrick of Richmond, way.
diner Armory. Other engagements cided that they perferred their
Three basketball games will be
tucket.
| quote below:
coffee
drinker
from
the
age
of
grand Electa and Mrs. Thelma
However, at this time, John Pit
are booked for games throughout own beds at home to the steel
We
visited
the
Nantucket ] “I request, order, and command, played at the Thompson Memorial
five
decided
he
would
figure
out
Eilingwood
of
Belfast,
district
man.
17,
of
Camden
came
ovei
bunks
provided
for
inmates.
the State including college games
what his 10 cups a day habit had deputy grand matron of District the crvst of the hill and spotted Athenai m Library, where the wo- that if in the course of eight and Gym tonight for the benefit of the
This unit is unique in the fact that
men more or less decided that my 40 hours it be clearly proved that Polio Foundation drive,
Union
cost him over the years. He fig No. 12.
the two cars in the road. He ap
they are the only color guard in
BORN
luest was not only futile but silly, I am dead, my heart shall be re- High Schol principal William Roures
he
has
consumed
213,250
cups
Barton
—
At
Vinalhaven,
Jan.
29,
Appointed
as
additional
mem

plied
his
brakes
but
could
not
stop
Maine with such a drill, which is
btcause if there had been a heart moved from my body by some ' chon reported this week,
used also for competitions, and ^o Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Barton, which if figured at five cents per bers of the Rainbow’ Advisory in time because of the slippery
buried at Nantucket Island, it competent anatomist and placed
The first game will begin at 7.30
a son.
cup. would amount to $10,662.50. Board were Mr. and Mrs. Samuel road.
also that they are the only all girl
Bickford—At Vinalhaven. Jan. so he announces. The past sev
surely would have come to their immediately in a strong glass p. m. and will pit the Rockland
Gamacho^
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James!
color guard in the State. The unit 29. to Mr. and Mrs. John Bick
He skidded head on into Raweral years the brew to which Pease, Mrs. Alta Dimick and ley’s car. pointed toward him, and notice, and they had never heard vessel with a saturated solution of Freshmen against the Union Jaywill be accompanied as usual by ford. a son- Anthony Vincent.
of itmuriate of ammonia and sal am- vees. The second game will pit
Baj< r—At Chicago. Ill.. Jan. 21, Tony is addicted has cost from Mrs. Marjorie Freeman of Wal- pushed its front end over and inthe drum quartet. Any organiza
We then visited the Nantucket monla. I order this vessel put in two little tot teams against each
seven
to
10
cents
a
cup
locally,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Bajor,
doboro.
tion or school wishing to have the
to the left front side of the Smith Genealogical Society, where Mrs. a thick oak plank box, and the box other. In the feature finale the
An invitation was received to vehicle.
color guard for exhibitions may (Geraldine Jackson), a daughter adding somewhat to his total.
Addison T. Winslow was working saturated with coal tar and buri- game will be between young mar—Donna Marie.
Wonder if he has figured out how’ visit Beach Chapter, Feb. 1 at|
contact Bud Clark, Corps mana
at; Camden
Camdiu police were notified on the society's records. I told cd in the grave and over the re- ried couples with the husbands
many
nights
in
the
65
years
that
which time Mrs. Libby will be an but before they could arrive two
ger.
MARRIED
her my story, and she promised to mains of my dear and venerated playing the wives.
The Port O’
Smith-Gardi—At Rockland. Jau. last cup of coffee in the evening honored guest.
other cars, whose drivers are un look through the back files for ref- mother in the South of Newton Rockland color guard will present
27. Bill C. Smith of Palisade, has kept him awake?
Following the meeting a pro identified. came over the crest of
erence to Dr. Winslow, We re- burying ground, in the island of a six minute drill and refreshNeb, and Roekland and Miss
0 R N D I K E
gram was presented under the the hill.
turned to Dr. Gardner’s home, Nantucket, where I was born.
ments will be sold. Townspeople
June Pia Gardi of Tucson. Ariz..
HOTEL
Do too much for your children
The first of these cars skidded hoping to hear from Mrs. Winslow.
I and Roekland. by Rev. George W.
"I order that my body be burn- are urged to attend the affair.
Complete Luncheon
and they will never be able to do
off into the left ditch breaking off
Goudreau.
The telephone rang shortly be- 1 •
Skillet Suppers
9 8 c
Shaw-Fickett — At
Rockiand. much for themselves.
its bumper guard and the second fore 3 o’clock, and Mrs. Winslow )
Serving 11,30 to 2 p. m. • Jan. 28, Edward Shaw and Miss
skidded into the right ditch, dent told us to come right over. Ten T
Do You Proud
Beverly Jane Fickett. both of
ing its rear fender.
minutes later we climbed the long ®
Rockland, by Rev. Merle Conant.
About this time some one flight of stairs leading to the Gen- ®
Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.
reached the crest of the hill and ealogical Society office.
DIED
ffi
Johnston—At Newport News,
PUBLIC PARTY
Stopped the line of traffic ap“I've discovered a mention of »
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
Va.. Jan. 26, John Johnston, form
proaiching.
Dr. Charles F. Winslow,” Mrs.
EVERY FRIDAY at 7.30 P. M erly of Rockland, age 87 years.
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
Nobody was injured in the acci Winslow told us, “and the item
Robbins
—
At
Rockland.
Jan.
30.
Tower Room - Community Bld<<
dents but police estimated $450 was written in 1895, telling of his
First Choice Used Cars
Mrs. Jennie I. Robbins, w'fc of
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Albert E. Robbins, age 57 years.
damage to the front end of the death about 18 years before. It
ROTKIAND
<7-T^Th-ti Funeral services Wednesday at 2
515 MAIN ST.
TEL. 720
Pitman vehicle and alxmt $300 to says here that he was the son of
p. m. from Burpee Funeral Home,
104-tf
the front end of Rawlcy’s car.
Benjamin Winslow."
with Rev. Merle S. Conant officia
That was my first real clue, and
The automobile
operated by
ting. Interment in Sea View C- me
Smith sustained only slight dam I made the most of It. Hurrying
te ry.
Robishaw—At Rockland, Jan. 29. I
to the Athenaeum. I asked for the
age of the left front fender.
Mrs. Theresa J. Robishaw, wife of
FILMS DEVELOPED
The accident occurred about local papers for 1877. Liter that
Robert Robishaw’, age 33 years.
fNi 12.30 p. m.. during a snow storm. night 1 found what I wanted in a
Enlarged
Rosary Tuesday and Wednesday.
Whether you have a new electric
July issue. It was a statement
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
7.30 p. m. Burpee Funeral Home.
ex Jumbo Prints
skillet ... or your old faithful one
Slow- Down And Live!
that Dr. Charles F. Winslow had
Requiem High Mass. Thursday 9
for
top
of
the
stove
.
.
you
can
In Albums
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON a. m. St. Bernard's Church. Rev.
cook some delightful suppers in
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
Goudreau officiating. In
(his "inany-purpose pan”.
558 Main St. 22 Knox St. George
A young bride was heard to
terment in St. Bernard’s Coughlin
20 exp. $1.00 -36 exp. $1.75
assert that she didn't have to learn
Memorial Cemetery.
Please Remit with Coin
Leah Davis Brooks
how
to cook . . . she had an electric
Scott—At Camden, Jan. 28. Mrs.
skillet.
Serving Knox County since 1876
Flora F. Scott, wife of William
DELUXE PHOTO SSRVICE
Now there’s a new twist! Actu
66-tf Scott, age 52 years. Funeral cer
P. O. Box 546, Ilcpt. A.
ally. the electric skillets shining so
vices today at 4 p. m. from Gil
BAR HARBOR, MAINE
brightly in housewares departments
bert C. I^aite Funeral Home. Cam
110-tf
are the next thing to ‘'wonder
'55 Plymouth Sedan
'55 DeSoto Sport Coupe
■ ■ r. den, with Rev. Melvin H. Dorr.
workers”. They cook foods hud
ALTERATIONS - REPAIRS Jr., officiating. Interment at Oak
keep them at ’’just right” tempera
'55
Pontiac
Tudor
'54 Plymouth Sedan
Hill Cemetery.
tures through numerous delays and
PRESSING
'53 Plymouth Club Coupe
interruptions. And they're pretty
‘53 DeSoto Tudor
IN ME.MORIAM
enough to grace the fanciest table,
'52 DeSoto Sedan
In loving memory of Frank U.
so Mrs. Homemaker can serve the
'52 Plymouth Suburban
'52 Plymouth Sedan
Erickson who passed away. Jan.
food right there without running
BURPEE
'52 Chrysler Sedan
If
Your
Suit
Has
Lost
its
Trim
Fit
Due
To
back and forth to the kitchen.
30 1955.
'51 Chev. Conv.
Skillet suppers have special ap
13*lt
Wife and children.
'51
Plymouth Sedan
Your Loss or Gain in Weight
'51 Dodge Sedan
Funeral Home
peal on cold winter nights. Try one
with pork chops or spaghetti . . .
'50 DeSoto Club Coupe
'50 Chrysler Sedan
let Us Alter It Restoring Good Fit.
and you'll see.

SB

DAVIS

8

45c

TAILOR SHOP

Classified

brin^ action

Pork Chops, Paris Style

Brown chops well on both sides:
pour in onion soup. Cover; simmer
45 minutes or until chops are ten
der. Remove cover; cook about 5
minutes louger or until sauce thickj ens slightly. 4 servings. Good with
i buttered noodles, French • style
green beans, and tossed vegetable
salad with Roquefort dressing.
Skillet Spaghetti

41 slices
bacon
11 onion
cup
rooked
cornspaghetti in
can
cups)
tomato sauce

Cut bacon in 2-inch pieces. Chop
1 onion. Cook bacon and onion until
bacon is crisp; add corn and spa
ghetti; bent until bubbly. Serve
with toasted French bread, and let
tuce wedges with oil ahd vinegar.

'50 Chevrolet Sedan

ZIPPER WORK DONE ON BOTH PANTS AND JACKETS

4 pork chops
1 can (Di cups) condensed onion
soup

'SO
'50
'50
'49
'49
'49

!
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i
'
j
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if

OFF/NS
, MX Mi PH

~

Ford Tudor
Dodge Club Coupo
Plymouth Suburban
Chevrolet Tudor
Chevrolet Sedan
DeSoto Club Coupe

-L<Tmin<

’ • j ■»
snot> •*«
•F
HAIMST lOCK

AMOH.i

Miller's Garage Inc.
Descto — Plymouth
25-31

CALL 1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

MARITIME OIL CO.

Rankin

Street

ROCKLAND

DE SO*rO PLYMOUTH D EALEP

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN
▲LENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 8-2491

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
ones tor M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines U
cents for each line, half price each additional time nsed. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called, L e, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost £5 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Una.

FOR SALE
USED Buoys for sale. Tel. 435W4, F. E. NASH, Owls Head.
_______________________13*15

35 FT. House Trailor for sale,
1955 model, used 3 months. Call
ROCKLAND 754 or THOMASTON
168-2.
13*15

1939 PLYMOUTH four door
sedan for sale. May be seen at
3 HOLMES STREET.
13-15
TWO Twin Sized Mattresses,
rery clean, excellent cond., for
sale, $15; also auto. elec, collap
sible ironer, only $45. TEL. 1733.
13-15

1952 NASH Rambler Conv. for
sale, R&H, directional signals,
reclining seats, economical to
run, ideal second car. Will conslder trade plus cash. Call ROCK
LAND 229.__________________ 12*14

BALED Hay for sale, cut early
at barn. ELMER DOW. 270 Pleasant St., Tel. 679-M._________ 12*14

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 31, 1956
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the sleet cutter on the wire by tunnel out through snow hanks
main strength, a dangerous task clear to the eaves. Some years
For the first time in nigh onto
that he would not allow his men after I came west I recall read
50 years I’ve seen Maine with her to do. For some reason the ice ing in The Courier-Gazette of a
winter duds on. A mighty pretty was not so bad outside of town.
storm that stopped traffic for
Coming in on Park street with days. The Highland line was
sight she is too. I like Maine best
when the autumn foliage is in full the plow we had nearly reached blocked for a week or more, and
carriers made
color, but for a number of reasons Main street, with visibility prac Rockland mail
I made a late start this year. tically nothing. A passenger car their deliveries on snowshoes.
Winter snow under the crystal appeared in the curve right in our Bert Gregory will remember that
clear atmosphere of northern face. As of right then the Ancient I think.
The excellent pictures published
New England has a beauty of its Order of Birds gained some new
members. The snow plow crew by Waldo Tyler in The Courierown.
I reached Maine last November sailed out the door like flying Gazette for Jan. 10, 1956, well il
and for a while no weather came squirrels. Maurice Gregory, if lustrate the difficulties that the
any different from what I’m used memory serves, was at the con- old R. T. & C. had to contend
to out here in Oregon. December 'j trols on the plow. He stuck to his with.
Those heavy snows, now seem
4th it started in to snow with all post and applied the brakes with
the signs of an old time traffic such vigor that it took two men ingly rare, caused plenty of grief
stopper. I reached Rockland at 5] with a four foot bar to release for car crews and passengers
p. m., ate supper and holed up in them. I think Henry Tripp was alike. However, when mention is
the Thorndike. It was snowing ’ motorman on the passenger car. madp of the old "Broomstick”
hard with a fog mixed in. I op- Nobody hurt, we didn’t quite hit. within hearing of people old
ened my window and sat by it to "Chiz” had dropped off for a cup enough to remember the line in
enjoy the storm. Even the once of coffee. If he ever knew how | its prime, it is not memories of
familiar sound of the horn out on! close he came to getting some of ihe hardships that brings a far
the breakwater sounded musical, his equipment smashed up he said away look to their yees. Rides in
the open cars on balmy summer
I must have napped off. A grind nothing.
perhaps
to
Crescent
That snow plow did a good job nights.
ing, scraping noise aroused me
with a start, surely I heard the for its size, but toward morning! Beach. The comradeship among
sound of steel wheels and the the snow had drifted along the the regular passengers along the
singing of trolley wire. Nope, the flats from the trotting park to line. The little acts of courtesy,
last half century hadn’t been a Thomaston to a depth of eight feet as when some busy housewife
dream. A hasty look showed no or more in places. A gang of men would phone the city store for
trolley wire and no tracks; only worked along taking the tops off needed supplies and have them
a lot of snow and a dingus with the deepest places in the drifts, delivered via the first street car
a modified dustpan on in front, while the crew with the plow tried headed her way. A goodly num
to buck the track clear, only to ber of young folks did most of
scraping the street clear.
Now I’m not the sort of old folks I have the snow blow in about as their courting in and by the aid
that live only in the past. I keep fast as they could clear it out. I of the cars. These are the rea weather eye out ahead and plan was working with the shovelers in membered things,
for the future, just as always. Ob- a big drift. With our faces muffled I The daily contacts among the
jects of art like, for instance, a to protect us from the cutting passengers created a neighborly
neat feminine ankle will draw my wind we failed to hear the ap- feeling and a community spirit in
eye for a second, or maybe a proach of the plow until a frantic ! the areas served by the canlines

By Fred L. Blaisdell

third look. That’s beside the point, howl from one of .the men warned that does not exist today. Such
What I started out to say was that us. We floundered out of the way men as Sandy Hurd, conductor,
a look back over the years now just in time to be half buried in photographer, nicknamed for his
and then is a mighty pleasant way waves of snow as the plow went service in the navy at Santiago in
to pass odd moments.
by. In the darkness and with the I the Spanish-American war. Billy
As I closed my eyes and leaned flying snow’ there was no such Packard, Bert Gregory, Everett
back in my chair my mind went thing as visibility, we W’ere sup- Humphrey and Danny Munro—
back to a night in 1909, I think it posed to keep lookout for our he printed handbills as a side
was, when snow and sleet was selves. I remember this storm line. Ralph Tripp. Charles Con
falling, driven by a chilling wind. because it was the longest period don was a fixture on the Highland
The trolley wire through Rock I have ever worked without rest, line for years. These men and
others like them built friendship
land was heavy with ice, and out something over 24 hours.
along the open car tracks the
Another memorable storm was for themselves, and for the com
enow drifted heavily. Officials the night of Nov. 26, 1898, when pany by their consistently effi
and men of the old R. T. & C., the steamer Portland was lost. cient and courteous service to the
were out in force, laboring to Then a boy on the old farm up in public.
keep the tracks clear. Use of the Hope, I lay in bed listening to the
Of the motormen in service
regular passenger equipment was savage gusts of wind that in during my time with the Broom
hopeless. We crowded as many creased in power and frequency stick—1906 to 1909—only Jimmie
passengers as we could among until there w’ere no more gusts, Sullivan, Billy Stanford of War
barrels of sand, sacks of salt and only the ste-ady howling as the ren. E. O. Gregory of Seattle,
what not on the snowploughs and wind tore over the house. whist- Wash., and myself are around, so
took them home. Then went back ling in the chimney, rattling loose far as I recall. There are, of
for more. It would be interesting shingles and hurling clouds of course, many former members of
Broomstick
family
who
to know how many of our pas-' snow against the windows until I the
sengers
that night are
still thought the old house must surely worked there for a time, as I did.
around. All that night Superin- tear loose and go sailing across j then went on to other places. I
tendent Chisholm rode the top of the fields, tumbleweed fashion, have never met one of this group
a passenger car up and down Next morning when we opened who had anything but pleasant
Main street in Rockland, holding the front door we were forced to | memories of the old car lines.

will he Mrs. Grace Eddy and
Mrs. Ora Merrifield.
Clarence Tolman is receiving
treatment at the Knox County
General Hospital in Rockland.
Mystery Circle will meet with
Mrs. P. D. Starrett tonight. Mrs.
Dyson Jameson will be assisting
hostess.
The Congregational Junior Choir
will attend Sunday the meeting of
the
United Youth
Fellowship
which will be held in the Thom
aston Federated Church. The
choir will favor with an anthem
and Miss Nancy Howard will have
part.
Members of the Baptist Ladies'
Mission Circle will meet Wednes
day with Mrs. Leroy Norwood tc
make Red Cross surgical dress
ings.
The Baptist Men's Forum has
invited the Congregational Broth
erhood to the Thursday night sup
per and meeting in the Montgom
ery Rooms.
Mrs. Grace Overlock, coach of
the high school girls' basketball
team, and Miss Cynthia Spear,
guard on the team attended the
girls’ rules interpretations clinic
and play day held Saturday at the

Camden gymnasium auspices of Norris at Poland Springs last
the Southwestern Board of Girls’ I Wednesday.
Coaches and Officials.
Mrs. Evelyn Gifford spent last
Children Received Salk Vaccine TuesdaV
with
Blanche
Poland.
The Dr. Salk vaccine was given ;
Friday to 125 Warren school chll- '
dren who had not received it be
fore. Included in that number were West Rockport
MRS. MABEL HEALD
freshmen of the high school. The
Correspondent
second shots will be given in about
two weeks. Dr. Fred G. Camp
A belated Christmas party was
bell w’as in attendance, assisted
by Esther Long, State
Field held for Maynard Tolman. who
Nurse. Warren Public • Health just returned from Korea, at the
Council Members w’ho helped in home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
cluded: Mrs. Richard Parent, Earl Tolman. Thursday evening.
Mrs. Ann Johnston.
Mrs. Ruth This was also a double celebra
Philbrook and Mrs. Mildred Gam tion. as it was a birthday party
mon. Grade children were given for his brother Arnold Tolman
lollipops furnished by the council. It was a family party and present
were: Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Tot
man. Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Tol
LOUDVILLE
man and son David. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior and John North, Mrs. Alice Tolman
son John were dinner guests of Albert Tolman. Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wirtchen- Tolman. and Esther Durkee and
bach last Sunday at Waldoboro.
two sons Gerald and Michael
Mrs. Lettie Prior has been ill Durkee.
They both
received
recently. Her daughter, Mrs. Lois many nice gifts.
Anderson, of Glen Cove is with
her.
Life is a book—read it carefully
Cecil Prior and Heber Poland for you will have the opportunity
attended the funeral of Merton only once.
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HORIZONTAL

Here Is Fred Blaistlell's street railway snowplow bueklng ils way through dug-up Malli Street iee,
dragging a carload of wool and a freight car for the Camden terminal near Knox Mill on Washington
Street. The photo by Waldo Tyler shows Frank Storer at Ihe controls of the powerful plow.
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THREE-Piece Parlor Set for central heat. CALL 798 after 12 ed Jan. 21 from Maine U. S. Ap
157-tf proved Pullorum-Typhoid Clean
sale, $30; also washing machine. noon.
Breeders.
KENDALL ORFF,
MRS. VERNON RANQUIST, South
FURNISHED Apartment to let,
Cushing, Me., Phone Thomaston
Thomaston.
11-13 adults.
Inquire in person at 11
198-2.
10*15
147-tf
TWO Copper Hot Water Boilers JAMES STREET
"“CLEMENTS CHICKS — Rugged,
with fittings for sale, $35. Also,
HEATED and Unheated Furn.
end heater, $25; slate set tub, apts. to let, from $7 to $15 a week. "Maine-Bred” to live better, pro
$10.
A $650 cash register used Fully equipped with bath, free hot duce better. Red-Rocks (Black
three years for $250. Electric and cold water, some with elec, Sex-Link Pullets), White Leg
washing machine, like new, tub- stoves, rubbish removed free. V. horns, Rhode Island Reds and
Golden Crosses for laying flocks.
wringer type, only $35. CHARLES
, F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel. White Rocks for broilers and
E. BICKNELL, H, Phone 1647-W. ,
and 1?2 groadwayi Tel. 1234.
| hatching eggs. Maine — U. S Ap
11-tf
1-tf proved Pullorum Clean.
Prices
POULTRYMEN Attention: Here
reasonable — Write CLEMENTS
is your opportunity to convert
CHICKS. INC., Route 33, Winteryour broiler houses to hot water
port, Maine.
(1)
heat. I have three second hand
WANTED
hot water boilers with a capacity
Maine obsolete bank bill want
ESTATE
of 465 ft. of hot water radiation
ed, also old large bill. Gold coins
for sale. Should be enougn for a in good condition 50% over face
BERNICE
Williams
House on
10,000 bird house. Price $85. value. RALPH AUSTIN, South
Thomaston street for sale. Price
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II, China, Me., Tel. 2-33.
11*13 $1800. Only $500 down, rest in easy
Phone 1647-W.
___ 11-tf
WOMEN
wanted.
You
can
earn monthly payments. Money to loan
barNOT ON SALE but real
as
much
as
$2
per
hour
as
full
or on first mortgages. DR. IRVING
gains are all the clothes, shoes,
TUTTLE, Tel. 1087.
4-T-tf
part
time
Avon
Representatives.
skits, skates, furniture at UP
Openings
in
Thomaston,
Camden,
TON'S THRIFT SHOP, 39 Union
street, Camden. Why not do as , Damariscotta, Hope, Washington,
Rockland.
Write
FOR REAL ESTATES
your neighbor, look around at I CAishingjand^
Upton’s first when you have to buy .
8'13
Austin D. Nelson
something. Never know what you I gusta Road, Waterville.
_____
may find. We sell articles for you I
SALESMEN WANTED
CALI. 938
at a 10% com. Open daily 10 to ) Unlimited earnings under our
Rockiandl
41 Limerock St.
8. Sunday 3 to 8.
11-13 ' salary and commission plan. All
148-tfr
benefits
including
life
insurance,
HEAVY, dry slab wood for
hospital
and
dependents.
Car
sale, sawed and delivered. CRest
necessary.
Apply by phone to
wood 3-3323. WILLIAM HEATH
10*15 TEL. 1724 for appointment, 8-tf
Cousens' Realty
CASH for old guns In any con
FOR SALE
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele dition, H and HL hinges, porce
Business Opportunities
scope sights, mounts, ammunition, lain, pottery, glass, silver, paint
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
bandloading supplies, and other ings. and furniture. Top current
21 LIMEROCK ST.
shooting accessories. CAMDEN prices paid. G. BEECHE, 33 Main
SPORTING GOODS
(Allan N. St., Thomaston. Write or Tel. 209
7-18
Forsyth), Sherman's Point, Phone mornings or after 4 p. m.
TEL 1538
Camden 2675.
1-tf
MAN wanted to work on poultry
Across
from Post Office
farm.
Apply
in
person.
L.
B.
FOR SALE
152-tf
ROKES. Cobb Rd., Camden. 3-tf
Complete stock ol:
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaxvaaxaaH
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser
Oxygen and Acetylene regula
tors.
vice. Ask for it at your local store
Brazing and cutting torches
or at GIFFORD'S, Rockland, Me.
Hose, lighters and tip cleaner#
1-tf
Welding and chlppers goggles
AFTER this date, I will not be
PAINTING end Paper hangln g,
Brazing rod and soapstone
Inside and out, all work positively responsible for any bills other
MORRIS
GORDON &
SON. guaranteed. Will furnish material than those contracted by myself,
Rockland
137tf Work accepted Warren to Camden Jan. 28, 1956. RUDOLPH BERG13*15
Estimates free
VAN E RUS GREN.
SELL Phone 676-M
Post Office
AUCTION Legion Hall Union,
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC
Box 701 Rockland
73tf every Sat., 7 p. m., conditions per
Yonr
DON T discard your old or mitting. You cannot be happy un
OBOSLEY-BENDIX
antique furniture Call H JOHN less you attend my all season
Dealer
constantly
changing
443 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND 1 NEWMAN for restoring and re- auctions,
Onlshlng
48 Masonir St
Tel. variety. Why squander your dough.
PHONE 731
ltf Come here, go home with some
131-tf$ 1106-M
IRON Steei Metai Rage and thing to show for tt. HARVEY
wanted
Call
123. GURNEY, Auctioneer, Union.
OXY'GEN Acetylene. Hydrogen. Batteries
11*13
Nitrogen, CO2. Pure Compressed MORRIS GORDON & SON, Cor.
Rockland
WELL! WELL! WELL!
Air, Welding Supplies and Equip Inland and Tee Sts
If it is water you need, write
ment for sale. MORRIS GORDON ,
R. W DRINKWATER. Well Drill
and SON, Rockland . In Camden,
ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135.
Fisher's Fng., Mechanic street, 1
SERVICES
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
Camden.
1-tf
plan also available, no down pay
RICHARDS
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg
Floor Sanding Service. Call ment necessary. Member of New
ular 310.95 for $6 95. NORTH
POST, RALPH 952 or Ray 991-W. 13*15 England and National Association.
EASTLAND
TRADING
1-tf
Thomaston.
____ __ _________________ 1-tf “COMMERCIAL
Photography?
Medical Oxygen Regulators and
PIPE FOB SALE
1 Portraits. Photostats. Copies. J.
Black and galvanized. All sizes A. JURA. 125 Cedar St.. Rockland, Masks for rent.
We also supply medical oxygen.
-------- ______________________
12*14
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO., | Tel. 1027-J,
Sold only through your family
Ume St.______________________ 1-tf
BERT'S Machine Shop. Welding, physician’s prescription.
BABY Parakeets for sale, full brazing, burning, lawn, electric
MORRIS GORDON & SON.
line of parakeet foods and mineral sharpening. 11 BAYVIEW SQ. Tel. Rockland.
137tf
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS 1383-W.
11*13
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker j CESSPOOLS and Septic Tanks CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
St.,
Thomaston, Tel.
374.
________________
__________
cleaned by machine. C. E. FEN- Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
WINDOW SHADES and BIJNDS DERSON SANITARY SERVICE, automatic cleaning
equipment.
le, custom made. Call us, j Tel. 1314 Rockland, 24 hr., 7 day Free Inspection and estimates.
for
8*16 8ANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
free installation. Tel. 801.
SEA service.
COAST PAINT CO., 440 Main St.,
WE repair and service all owned and operated. Tel. Camden
72tf
Rockland.
1-tf makes of sewing machines and 2687.
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEWFOR SALE
Attention camera fans, (1) Ko [ ING MACHINE CO., 395 Main
PLUMBING and HEATING
dak Pony 828 with case and flash, street, Rockland, Tel. 1724. 8-tf
FREE ESTIMATES
$40.50;(2) Kodak 35
mm. F-3.5
MUSIC Lessons, Trumpet, Trom
with
caseand range finder, bone, Clarinet. Saxophone and
ARTHUR CULLEN
$3750;
(3) Bolsey
35
mm. Acrordlon. GIFFORDS. TeL 146
LICENSED PLUMBER
F-3.2
with case, flash
and
Thomaston, Me.
121tf 12 North St.
Tel. 234
range finder, $35.75; (4) Ko
74-tf
dak reflex with flash. $15.95 Slide
projectors.
(5) 300 Brumberger
BARBOUR'S
LIGHT
DELIVERY
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH?
mount in case, $37.50, with AirTranslations and private German
Packages, Grocery Orders,
equipt automatic slide changer,
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE
$4750;
(6) 200 watt Mansfield,
and Light Furniture
UPTON^Camden 2088.
67-tf
$19 95. Let’s swap. We are still
Fly Northeast Alrline«, connec
buying good used cameras end
TELEPHONE 603
equipment. S. F. MORSE, 344
133 *tf tions made for all linea. Giffords
Rockland, Ma,
89tf
Kain St., Tel. 640-W.
9-15

MISCELLANEOUS

zo

19

SEX-LINK ch cks from Maine
U. S Approved Pullorum typhoid
clean for sale.
An exceptional
cross for good livability, large
eggs and heavy birds.
DUTCH
EARLY Cut Hay for sale, rea
FURN. 2 Rooms and Flush to NECK HATCHERY, Melville W.
sonable price.
LOWELL CHAP let. 34 FULTON STREET, Tel. DAVIS, Tel. TEmple 2-9480, Wal
3-tf doboro, Maine.
8-tf
MAN, 88 New County Rd., Tel. 1379-R.
717-W,_______________________ 11*13
1600 SEX Linked Pullets start
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let,

REAL

19

£££

EGGS & CHICKS

WANTED
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Discussion of the school budget
for the coming year and method
of disposition of the proposed by
laws and ordinances will be held
at the second in the series ot
three budget committee meetings,
Tuesday night in the municipal of
fice starting at 7.30. Voters are in
vited to attend.

Account sheets were judged
Saturday afternoon at a meeting
of the White Oak 4-H Club held
at the home of Greta Pecce. Re
sults of the contest were not an
TO LET
nounced.
Members stuffed eggs
THREE Rms. and Bath Apt. to during the remainder of the af
let. elec, stove and refrig., ther ternoon as a project.
mostatic heat and hot water.
Site of the January meeting of
CALL 1616.
13-15
the Tri-County Button Club was
UNFURN 4-rm apt. and a turn.
3-rm. apt. to let, both with heat, moved quickly Saturday from
H&C water,
waste
removed. Goodwill Grange Hall to the home
Adults only, no pets. Inquire in of Mrs. Doris Maxey when fur
person at 8 SUMMER ST.
13-tf nace trouble developed at the hall.
THREE rm. furn. or unfurn. Mrs. Will Kelley presented an in
apt. to let with tile bathroom, teresting paper on "Birds on Old
heat and hot water, use of auto,
wash. mach.
Centrally located. Buttons" during the program
Available Feb. 1. TEL. 632 for full hour. She pointed out that more
information.
12-tf than 30 different kinds of birds are
THREE rm. apt. to let. Hot wa on buttons from the tiny humming ;
ter, elec, refrig., gas range. bird to the Btork. Cards of "bird j
Adults. 29 BEECH ST., Tel. 1116- buttons" were exhibited by Mrs.
W
12*19
Kelley and by Mrs. Maud Jones
BEDROOM to let with kitchen of Belfast. Luncheon was served.
and living room privileges. Tel.
1339-W. MINNIE COLSON.
11-13 The next meeting will take place
at Megunticook Grange Hall,
TWO or three rm. apts furnish
Camden, Feb. 25, with Mrs. Fan
ed or unfurn. to let. F. G. PRIEST,
109 Park Street, Tel, 1024.
8*13 nie Payson the speaker. Hostesses

30’’ KELVINATOR elec, stove,
like new, for sale; also 6 cu. ft.
UNFURN. 4 Rm. Upstairs Apt
Westinghouse refrig, in good con to let with bath and shower. TEL.
290-R_________________________ 8-tf
dition. TEL. CRestwood 4-2691.
_______________________ 12-14
AT 81 Union Street, modern,
DRY, Sawed, Slab Wood for heated 3-room apt. to let with
sale. Delivered. LELAND BOGGS. bath. CALL 893 days and 233 eve
JR.. Tel. CRestwood 3-2829. 12-14 nings.
6-tf

Blow Low” of the Grand Old Broomstick Days

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
43- Undressed timber
44- Salt (Lat.)
46- Matured
47- Greek letter
4 9-Force
51- On account (abbr.)
52- Mixture of flour and
water
54- Egyptian god
55- Snuffles
57-An elaborate public
speech
59- Serf
60- Wish for
61- Girl’s name

-

VERTICAL (Cont.)

11- Land surrounded
by water (pi.)
12- Heavenly body
17-One’s origin
20-Fabulous bird
22-Performed
24- Obliterating
25- lrons
26- Labors
27- Length measurefpQ
29- Dispute
30- Scars
32- Residence (abbr.)
33- Terminate
36-Natives of Aonia
38-Ruler of an empire
40- Eternity
VERTICAL
41- Weaken
43- Depart
1- Festive
45- Plunder s
2- Like
29-Augrnent
46- A flower
31-A Mohammedan calif 3- Musical note
47- Relieve
4- Liberated
33- Scottish language
48- Suffix. An agent
5- Pronoun
34- Proclaiming anew
50-Frog (Lat.)
6- Symbol
35- Youths
52Employ busily in
7Agreement
37-Composition for two
work
8- Series
voices
9- Drunkard
53- Eagle
39- Maritime signal
10-Group of islands in 56-With in
40- Makes beloved
Pacific Ocean(abbr.) 58-lndian Army (abbr.)
42-Type measure (pi.)

1-Chasm
5-Ceases
9-That it here present
13— Lawless confusion
14- One versed in air
craft
15— Fifty-one
16- Excess of a solar
year over 12 lunar
* months
18- Musical note
19- ln the rear
21- Entornology (abbr.)
22- Prohibit
23- Female deer
25- Evergreen tree
26-Attempt
28*-Placed in an angler’s
basket

NORTH HAVEN
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telepnone 16-4
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Morrison
returned on Thursday from Rock
land, where they have spent the
past 10 days. Foster was a medi
cal patient in Knox Hospital, and
Elsie spent that time with her
brother and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Gillis. Their three girls Sarah has been a recent chickenwere at the home of their aunt, pox patient.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hurd while
The North Haven Lions Club
their parents were away. Foster met on Monday evening at Nebo
returned to his job at the Way- Lodge. It was Ladies’ Night and
side Service Station on Monday.
Prop, and Mrs. Crockett served a
George Young has completed delicious roast beef dinner. Due
his employment at the Island Mink to the bad storm only a few at
Farm
(former Hiram Carver tended, but they enjoyed playing
place at North Shore).
games after the dinner.
Mrs. Corydon S. Brown is spend
First Selectman Vernon Bever
ing much time at the home of her age was in Rockland on Wednes
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. George day and Thursday on official
Brown (at the farm now owned business.
by Arthur W. Beverage). Mrs.
Postmaster Robert Smith and
Brown is a patient at the Knox ] Bj„ Cooppr arp now enjoying
Hospital.
lately acquired TV sets.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Pendleton
Scallops grow larger and more
are keeping house for William expensive every day. This week
Hopkins and three sons while Mrs.! a Vinalhaven fisherman brought
Hopkins is in Bangor.
in one which at 79c a lb. sold for
Miss Jennie Beverage was din 12c “per Colon and Earl," so true.
ner guest on Wednesday of her Clams are selling or $1.50 per qt.,
cousin, Mrs. Florence Beverage shucked.
Brown and daughter, Marjorie.
Mr. Stanley, the ferryman, lost
James A. Lewis, a former North his scow this week in the heavy
Haven son who recently retired wind and tide. Later it was found
from Tabor Academy’s staff, and j sunk at its mooring. Up again
with his wife reside with their now and on the job.
younger son, Paul, at 109 Noyes
Stanley Grant was home from
Street, Portland, during the winter Portland with his parents, Mr.
term is teaching Political Science and Mrs. Owen Grant over Sun
at Thornton Academy, Saco.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Gregory I Mrg Eva Hopkin3 has employ.
of Vinalhaven were in town on ment at ,he homc 0( Mr and Mr#
Friday, calling on his father. Mr.
Mardp„ at sleepy Ho„ow
and Mrs. William Gregory and1 Supt. Harold Wiggin of Union
her mother, Mrs. Orrie Wood- was in town the past week, and
worth and sister and brother-in- will be here again Feb. 7th for a
law, Capt. and Mrs. Neil Burgess. school meeting to which all interMr. and Mrs. William Hurd have ested pergona"are tavlted
attended the graduation exercises
Word has bpen received 'that
of her sister, Miss Elaine Gillis, M„ Carrip Parsong of Piainvi,le<
from the Children’s Hospital in Connig in the hogpital.
Boston, from there she will go to
Gloria Temple held its installathe Maine General Hospital in tion of 1956 otfl(.ers on Wpdnpgday
Portland to complete her training. PVP„ing, Jan. 18 and on Saturday,
They were met in Rockland by Jan 2g hpld a dance and pard
another sister (Miriam) and hus- party for thp H(,art Drivp
band Mr. and Mrs. Parker Crock' Feb. 14 they will have a Valentine
ett of Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Tea
q,pa jn Risje Brown’s Shop on
Richard Shields are at the Hurd Main Street.
residence with the little daughter,
Sarah, while her parents are away. Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

UNCLAIMED SHARES OF ESTATES
I. Blaine P. Merrill, Treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish
a list of all persons entitled to unclaimed shares of estates that have
been paid or transferred to me as said Treasurer under Chapter 143,
Section 24. of the Revised Statutes, 1944 State of Maine.

For
Butterworth, Eleanor M.,
Crabtree, Cora B.. Heirs,
Francis, Lymond,
Hupper. Orren P., Heirs,
Weed, Ellen,
Grigor, Michael or Miall
Stafan,
Gay, Mary Elizabeth,
Barter, Addie or Sons of
Tilden Barter,
Kakkuri, Urho,
Kakkuri, Jaako,
Simmons, Mrs. Anna,
Davis. Sumner,
Hall, Mrs. George,
Arnold, Frank,
Arnold, Everett,
Ames, W. L.,

Amount
24.27
2859
5.38
12 98
1.45

From
Sarah Pascal Estate
Cora B. Crabtree, Est.,
Mae Cushman, Est.,
Orren P. Hupper Est.,
Geo. A. Hendricks Est.

Date
July 25, .1944
Mar. 20, 1945
Mar. 20, 1946
Dec. 31, 1938
Sept. 24, 1935

15.75 George Stevens Est., June 20, 1950
5 08 Arthur Edward Gay Est., Dec. 2, 1953

2.31899
42.06
42.06
93.79
93.79
93.79
93.79
93.79
93 79

Rockland, Maine
December 31, 1955.

Harry T. Small Est. April 30, 1954
Jack Havisto Est.
Nov. 16, 1954
Jack Havisto Est.
Nov. 16, 1954
Anna A. Ma$hews Est. Aug. 23. 1955
Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23. 1955
Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23. 1955
Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23. 1955
Anna A. Mathew's Est. Aug. 23. 1955
Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23. 1955
County of Knox
BLAINE P. MERRILL,
•-

■

County Treasurer.
T-T-M

Tue»doy«Thur«Jay-Soturdof
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LOCAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Pag* Five

established. Since most of her
songs are in French, she speaks
GROUPS PAYING OFF IN N. E.
to sum up their content. Then she
sings. But this is not mere sing
Local industrial
development amounts of money available to
ing. Every number is dramatized
corporations in New England have most development corporations
with gestures of such naturalness
aided 425 manufacturers now em- prevent them from engaging in
and rightness that the perform
ploying about 36.000 workers, the many desirable activities, the j
uv
. -ri l
er’s whole body is merged into
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Bank stated that these corporathe essence of the song.”
reported here today.
tions are filling a need.
B(V> •,
Taubman says she sings several
Results of a recent survey of all
Rockland’s Knox Industries was
V.
cheerful numbers and one of two
known New England industrial de- one of the first such groups in
There has always been marked notes.) The program was:
sticky ones, like her own and
velopment corporations are re- New England and has several
interest shown in Josef Hofmann Menuetto in D major (K.V.384) Margaret Mounot's "If You Love
ported in the current issue of the times been pointed out in publishin this section due to his being a Rondo. Allegro Aasai (K.V.251)
Really Love Me" which is
Bank’s Monthly Review.
rd articles as an example of what
summer resident for many sea (written for the 25th birthday of "as awful as anything produced
The Bank found that there have community initiative and lorn I
sons in Rockport or Camden
by Tin Pan Alley. And "she also
Mozart's sister, Nannerh
been at least 75 development cor- l'aPital csn do
where he became a familiar fig
employs choral and instrumental
Orchestra—Boris Goldovsky
poratlons organized in the region
Knox Industri‘‘9 functioned in j
ure—and friend-in both towns.
effects that are embarrassingly
Conductor
By voluntary subscriptions from **le *a*e
s ,0 f>r*nK the Van
And often I have been asked— Concerto in F major (K.V.242)
corny." She Is in her element in
Baalen-Heilburn
Company
to
j
14,000 stockholders, noteholders,
“What can you tedl me about Jo- for three pianos and orchestra the French popular song. Here is
and contributors, these groups Rockland and to construct a buildscf Hofmann - where is he. does Allegro - Adagio - Rondo T.ynpo the way Taubman ends his re
have over four and a half million ing of the latest design,which will
I
he play any more?” The informa
view—I love it. don’t you?
dl Menuetto
dollars of equity capital.
hous<’ thp Expedite Manufacturing
■ Mi
tion I have been able to impart Genia Nemenoff. Pierre Lubo"But when Piaf suffers, mes
.I
These organizations have built ComPany hV midsummer.
This
has been scant- almost nil. in
enfants, she
really fractures
shutz,
Boris
Goldovsky
60 new plants and have purchased Pr0Ject was calli(’d °ut with thc
fact, except to reply that he i s Concerto in G major (K.V.453) them. Horror, nostalgia, unrequit
s M/'l 1-'
’
and usually renovated 167 vacant co-operation of the
Rockland
living in California. So I pounced
ed love, despair and disaster are
for piano and orchestra
industrial buildings for lease or Chamber of Commerce,
: a.
upon the article appearing in a Allegro - Andante - Allegretto the subjects of her best perform
sale to manufacturers. The cor—~
recent Sunday New York Times
ances. And when the accordions
Soloist - Boris Goldovsky
porations which have made loans
telling of Hofmann's attaining his
play in the background, they
Conductor
Pierre
Luboshutz
Friendship
have loaned $3 200.000.
80tb birthday on Jan. 20 and quite
evoke the image ol Mme. Piaf in
Concerto in E flat Major
The Bank found that 12 develop
HELEN FALES
hili
a bit about his present life.
(K.V 365) for two pianos and the Paris which shaped her art.
Correspondent
ment
corporations
established
Photo bv McKeon
Hofmann makes his home in
You are no longer in Carnegie
Tel. Temple 2-9954
orchestra
State officers of the Veterans of Foreign Wars were guests Friday evening of the Rockland Me
since 1949 have obtained support
Hall but in a bistro on a side
morial
Post,
at
a
membership
drive
meeting
held
at
th<*
American
Legion
Home.
Movies
were shown of
Angeies, living in an apartSoloists - Luboshutz
and directed their planning to
mr V.
». F.
r. W.
»». .sauoiiai
National Home
noiue jor
lor nrpnaus
orphans ano
anil widows.
wiuows.
Above, leu
.-move,
left io
to rigni,
right, arc:
are: jonn
John Lowe
IX)we ol
of Kockiand,
Roekland. ment. He
Me also maintains
n
an apartstreet on the Left Bank, filled
and Nemenoff
ward the several communities
Th'' ambiance crew, consist-’ the
Veterans Affairs representative; Richard Hodge of Randolph, department Inspector; Arnold Leavitt of ment in Long Beach, where, by
with brandy and sentimentality.
Conductor - Boris Goldovsky
which together comprise a local inK
Eal<«. Pb.Vlis Con- Mechanic Falls, department commander; Stanley Johnson of Augusta, department service officer; Henry
economic area, rather than con- , a, v Thelma Bramhall and Kath- S. Mills of Roekland; commander, of the Roekland post; and Ken Green of Auburn, department chief of
there is no telephone and
One friend sending me a pro Vive La Piaf."
• ♦ «
which affords him retreat for gram from Boston commented:
flning their activity to one city or l,’en Wef>d tool< Eda J Lawry to staff. Commander Mills welcomes state commander Leavitt to the meeting.
We have great affection for
work and reflection. He is in ex “It was thrilling-<we loved it”—
town.
Knox Hospital on Friday.
Gua-d lor thc entire drive at 819 cellent health, the article states, and on another program, also Louise Colgan who was State
“This is encouraging evidence
The ambulance crew, consist- NATIONAL GUARD IS TO REVIVE
officers and men. For the "Mus proved by a recent physical sent by a Boston friend, was writ President of the Maine Federa
that groups of communities can ing of Thelma Bramhall. Helen
overcome conflicting loyalties by | Fales and Mr. and Mrs. Albert “MUSTER DAY" OF COLONIAL TIMES ter Day” drive, a goal ol 300 checkup. "As regards turning 80” ten: “It was beautiful—delight tion of Music Clubs not long ago
and Air enlistments, has he recently said, "it does not ful—lovely—enchanting." Arthur and brought to that task charm
the area approach to economic de- Roberts, were in Boston on Sun
been established.”
worry me in the least. As long as Perry, home for the weekend ot manner and astuteness of
velopment,” the Bank commented. day for Mrs. Lew J. Wallace, who IN WINTER RECRUITING EFFORT
Each National Guard unit in the one maintains interest in life and dropped in to leave me a program management. I learn from a card
Before 1950. most development has been a patient at the Phillips
Major
M.
“We
but State is being given a quota to keeps doing things, age does not
Massachusetts
General
corporations were organized dur House.
and seconded all the "raves" just received that the Colgans
ter, Maine’s Adjutant General an-, intensive
drive, to stimulate a meet on the one day drive. Some count."
ing emergency situations resulting Hospital.
above mentioned, and added some have just moved from Waterville
nounces that all National Guard broadly based community interest
day as
He Ls assembling data for his of his own. Hugh Benner also to Portland, their present address
from factory shut-downs and did
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Simmons. Units in the State of Maine will • in meeting the need for a larger ol the units will use
a training day during which a autobiography, with time out for brought a program to me. I know being 358 Danforth street, where
not have time to determine and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Simmons.
conduct a recruiting drive during National Guard through the demoseek the type of industries best Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cushman
training assembly of two hours acknowledging a multitude of con- all this was because I am so "a warm welcome awaits you
the months of February. March cratlc means of voluntary enlifltwill be held and the remainder graulatory letters on his recently fond of Genia and Pierre Lubo there." the "you” being difinitesuited to the community, thc Bank anrt Mr and Mra Nathan Thompand April. A.s a major part of the ment.’’
pointed out. "This frequently re- „on WPrp in Portland on Wednesot
will be spent in inter- released Golden Jubilee phono shutz, admiring them as "people" ly plural. Mrs. Colgan will be a
effort,
recruit
strength of
Army esting prospects and their par- graph records.
great addition to Portland’s mu
suited in an under-utilization of day night.
as well as musicians.
be
on and
in the
sical circles.
National
community skills and resources.” | Thursday evening Mrs Evt.Ivn
A
birthday
interviewer
quesOne
of
the
reviews
sent
me,
• ♦ ♦
United
is Guard membershiip.
In recent years, however, an in- Kc|wick
RN
attended
the be 22. “ one day drive
tioned Hofmann regarding his that by Cyrus Durgin, spoke in
he
“
an
The Symphony of the Air is to
In announcing the goal for the
creasing proportion of develop- Mainp Mpnta, Hpa]th Association
particular of the Concerto for
out the entire United States and time high, but it falls short of State of Maine for the “Muster studies, and Hofmann replied:
tour the Near East, according to
ment corporations have been or- mpp(ing jn Aubufn
"In a way I have had two three Pianos, a rarity today, “For
Territories.
“
Muster
Day
”
was
what
the
military
planners
in
ganized as part of forward-»planDay” Carter said that particular
an announcement just released.
how often is it possible to as
. ,
. . ..
Mrs. Elden Cook and infant a regular occurrence with militia Washington have in mind for us.”
ning program and have had time
emphasis would be placed on teachers, the great Anton Rubin
The tour will include India, the
semble
three
virtuoso
pianists,"
. .
, ,.
. .. .
daughter have returned home units in colonial days when the
General Carter said that the reaching the parents of prospec stein and our cook. When Moriz
to be more selective in their in- I
6
Near East. Greece and Yugosla
from Knox Hospital.
young men of the settlements present strength of the Maine tive recruits. “The young man Rosenthal first appeared in Ber questioned Rudolph Elie in the via.
dustrial development efforts.
starttng next fall.
Last
Boston
Herald,
"to
do
so
fragile
would
assemble
in
the
villages
Army
National
Guard
was
3672
lin,
I
was
greatly
impressed
by
The Bank reported that these ( Gordon
Winchenbach,
Louis
of today is not going to decide on
sipring they toured the Far East
local development corporations are Cook, Robert Kelwick, and Sylvia with flintlocks and muskets to an- officers and enlisted men and that so important a matter as his his virtuosity, and I was pound a piece, in which virtuosity is en and it was felt that created con
and engage in the net gain needed to meet the military future without leaning ing my piano for six hours daily tirely absent? It was written by siderable good wil! for this coun
helping small businessmen obtain Thompson, students at the U. of s"'p|' a ro11
State quota was 685.
“On the heavily on the advise of his par trying to emulate the mighty Mozart when 20 years old, for a try, so this second major over
factory space, providing capital M., are spending this week with driI1 practice
Moriz. One day my mother said: Viennese counteses and her two seas tour will be under State De
“
The
purpose
of
the
‘
Muster
Air
National
Guard
side
of the ents.”
their
families.
assistance to growing enterprises,
daughters, none of them, obvi
and expanding community pay
Mrs. Robert H. Kelwick spent Day.’ ” Carter said. “is to help picture.’’ Carter said, “the pres
Through enlistment in the Na "If you don’t stop making so
partment auspices. It will be
75,000
new
volunteer ent strength is 695. and the net tional Guard, a young man can much noise, our cook threatens ously capable of much digital sponsored by the International
rolls. Many of them are compil the weekend with her parents. enlist
complexity, but there is a lot
ing and presenting economic data Mr. and Mrs. Harland Gregory. Guardsmen urgently needed to gain desired in that area is 134 receive
his military training to leave us.’ The cook remained
Exchange program of the Ameri
meet the June 30 goal set by the officers and airmen. As a result. while serving with his friends at and I became more lyrically in more to it than meets the casual can National Theatre and Acad
manufacturers want before decid Vinalhaven.
Congress for the United States, we are setting a statewide goal home, can earn extra money of clined." He became a pupil of Ru eye." Pierre Luboshutz’ appear emy, the professional agency of
ing on a new plant location.
Puerto Rico, Alaska and Hawaii.’’ ; for the Army and Air National almost $200 per year initially, and binstein after the great Polish ance as an orchestral conductor the State Department for assist
Read The Courier-Gazette
Although the relatively small (
met
with
marked
acclaim,
build up a retirement pension, and musician had been exiled from
ing foreign tours of Americas
"showing an acute ear for nuance
has an opportunity to learn new Russia to Germany, for a faux
performing artists. No decision
for
balance
and
the
sensitive
turn
skills which can be valuable to pas about the Grand Duchess
has yet been reached as to con
him in civilian life. Besides his Xenia’s poor whist playing. Hof of a phrase.” Mr. Durgin, too, ductors for the tour.
was
warm
in
his
praise
of
Lubo

• • «
instruction in soldiering and the mann's family was in Germany at
And the Boston Symphony is to
many technical fields, the Guards this time and he at once became shutz and Nemenoff in the twopiano number, saying it brought tour Europe—a 5 -week summer
men can attend regular Army a pupil of Rubinstein.
Asked if he still touched the the evening's peak "for those two itinerary
already
planned.
service schools and receive pay
while doing so. Also, home study keys, Hofmann replied: "Occa are among the finest paired pian Charles Munch and Pierre Monteux will conduct. They make the
extension courses can be taken, sionally,” and only for my wife, ists today."
The honorary
sponsors em tour under the same auspices as
opening the way for faster pro who, after 34 years of marriage
still likes to hear me. He enjoys braced such names as: The Hon. the Symphony of the Air (the for
motion.
General Carter stated that the listening to other performers as and Mrs. Christian A. Herter, mer NBC Symphony.) The or
Maine National Guard has never long as they arc good. He is much The Hpn. and Mrs. Henry Cabot chestra will leave for Europe at
failed to meet any of the quotas impressed by Emil Gilels, the Lodge, Jr., The Hon. and Mrs. the conclusion of the Berkshire
Russian pianist—"Gilels," Hof Leverett Saltonstall, The Hon. Music Festival which ends Aug.
that have been assigned by
raann says, "is a very sensitive and Mrs. John F. Kennedy, The 12. It will play five concerts in
National
Guard
Bureau.
He
was
*1 Got The Best Deal in Town From
| certain that this was a result, of musician, and a remarkable vir Hon. and Mrs John B. Hynes, Usher Hall, Edinburgh. Aug. 26
My Nash Dealer!"
Charles Munch, Mrs. Serge Kous- through 30, as part of this year’s
: the high standing of the Maine tuoso."
\
' National Guard in the several
Hofmann and the late Leopold sevitsky and Mme. Lea Lubo Edinburgh Festival. The orches
tra will then travel for four
communities of Maine, as well as Godowsky were close friends, and shutz.
weeks’ performing in about 25
the fine co-operation and under Hofmann likes to tell this Joke:
standing extended to the National
Incidentally the New England cities,
"One day we went together to a
• • •
Guard by leaders of business and piano recital of a certain pianist. Opera Theater is presenting in
The opera "The Magic Flute"
industry, regardless of size.
r.
Boston
(at
the
Majestic
Theater)
He started with Chopin's B flat
General Carter said that he had minor Sonata, which was not ex on Jan. 29 to Feb. 5, Mozart’s will be restored to the Metropol
appointed Colonel Edwin W. Hey- actly an appropriate piece to be "Cosi Fan Tutte” and "Don Gio itan Opera repertory on the eve
wood, assistant adjutant general gin with. The performer became vanni." The former on Jan. 29, ning of Feb. 23. in a spectacular
for Maine, as the state project nervous and confused, and all Jan. 31, Feb. 2 and Feb. 4 The new production, planned and pre
officer for the “Muster Day” that was left of the first move other on Jan. 30. Feb. 1, Feb. 3 sented in celebration of Mozart’s
200th anniversary year. The event
drive.
ment was the short introduction and Feb. 5. Keep this in mind and
z
will be under the patronage of
try
to
see
one
or
both
if
in
Bos

thc first and second theme, and
at this time. Tickets may be His Excellency, Dr. Kar; Gruber,
2 . - ’
Fast Moving Tigers the coda. I said to Godowsky ton
arranged
by writnig to the N. E. Ambassador of Austria to the
"Isn’t it dreadful to forget like
Bruno Walter,
Opera
Theater,
160 Boylston St., United States.
(Continued from Page Two)
that?” Godowsky answered: "I
world-famous as interpreter of
For Rockport, the Farley broth don’t think so—what he remem Boston.
Mozart’s music, will conduct Otis
ers, Butch and Carlton, teamed bered was worse."
revival. The opera will b.* sting in
And
I
know
many
of
us
have
up to score 17 arxl 10 points re
And it is told that once Hof
an excellent English text, and an
spectively while co-worker Ken mann played a delightful joke on been following Phil Wentworth's
all-American cast will embrace
Hi!
tours
with
Edith
Piaf,
the
famous
Wentworth found the bull’s eye (or Rachmaninoff. For the "ump
such artists as Lucine Amara,
Frencn
chanteuse,
he
being
one
teenth
’
'
encore
of
a
Carnegie
Hall
10 points.
Roberta Peters. Laurel Hurley,
At half time Rockport led the recital, Hofmann strode to the of the chorus used as background
Brian Sullivan, Theodor Uppman,
visitors 20 to 9 and let loose for piano, looked pointedly at Rach for her numbers. Piaf recently
George London
and Jerome
gave
Carnegie
Hall
performance
a big third period to lead 39 to maninoff, and boomed out the
Hines.
and
the
review
by
Howard
Taub

15. Coach Paul parks of Rockport famous three-note phrase which
begins the famous "Prelude." The man (successor to Olin Downes)
played 15 men in the rout.
audience gurgled in excited anti is delightful reading. Taubman Owls Head
Warren-Bristol
cipation and Rachmaninoff's ex calls her "high priestess of ag
MRS FRANCIS DYER
Everett Waters dropped in 22 pression disclosed that this pl-ce ony" and said she drenched Car
Here's your chance to get a big, BIG Nash for
Correspondent
Prices lor America’s Most Spacious 4-Door
points for Warren Friday night in was hardly his favorite. Just as negie Hall in tears, and “ a large
Telephone 385-Ml
Sedan Start As low As
small car money! Yes, the distinctive, new Speedan effort to cope with 16 points of Hofmann reached the C sharps, audience wallowed in them with
lined Nash—rave car of thc auto shows. See it—the
Craig Simmons of Bristol. Bristol with a naughty-boy grin he wait an enthusiasm which proved that
-pj,,,
School
Improvement
biggest, roomiest car in America with the world's
the whole League will meet Wednesday,
took the contest 57 to 36.
ed a few minutes, and then went heartbreak makes
most modern construction that puts you years ahead
The game was Warren’s seventh right into Chopin’s Fantaste-Im- world kin." But he certainly p,qj j at 730 p. m.
A short
of everyone else—gives you double safety, double
For the Nash Statesman
straight Medomak League loss.
promptu. The audience roared makes it known that she is an art- business
meeting
and
either
delivered at factory,
strength—and lasts a “double lifetime" to assure
Despite Waters’ scoring exhibi and Rachmaninoff
burst out ist. turning popular songs into movies or colored slides for the
Kenosha, Wise. State and
higher resale value!
tion Bristol held a large lead all laughing until the tears streamed. an emotional experience by the program
The refreshment com
local loxes, it any, exlro
conviction of her approach, and mittee will have Ellena Fredette,
the way in the contest, the sec
Enjoy on extra measure of travel pleasure with
Four programs of the Mozart she has a repertory of songs that chairman. Ruth Lewis,
ond period being the closest with
Merle
new Nash power assists and the best engine choices
Piano
Festival given in Symphony sound, with one or two excep Bowness. Virginia Kalloch and
Bristol
scoring
11
points
to
War

of all—including new 220 H.P. Ambassador Jctfire
Hall, Boston, on Jan. 18. have tions. as if they were designed Flora Hary, assistants
ren’s eight.
V-8. See it! Drive it today! Then get our amazing
WORLD'S FINEST TRAVEL CAR
been sent to me— this “festival" for her. I like what he says of her | ----------------- ———
“Double Feature Deal”.
Thomaston- Wiscasset
as you doubtless know celebrated appearance—“Mme. Piaf knows!
R6 DOlTS
A closely fought duel at VViscas- Mozart's 200th anniversary, and the uses
7°f>s/n
of showmanship, but I
* *
r
American Motors Moons Moro for Americans
] set saw a late Thomaston rally the artists were Luboshutz and what she docs is molded to her
f&SQ/e. Ifakte/
snuffed out by the fine playing of Nemenoff and Boris Goldovsky, personality and her songs. She
Ihe third place Wiscasset team and members of the Boston Sym enters on the stage from between
HURRY IN! SEE THE BRILLIANT NEW NASH! GET OUR DOUBLE FEATURE DEAL ... AND SAVE!
and a final Wiscasset three po!nt phony Orchestra. (And thc entire the folds of drawn curtains, be
victory 53 to 50.
proceeds will aid the New Eng hind which chorus and orchestra
Dean Shea led thc Wiscasset land Opera Theatre, of which remain invisible all through the
scoring with 17 well placed points. Goldovsky is Director, to contin performance. She walks forward |
For thc losers Dave Stone, high ue its efforts toward the ideal to the microphone—a lone, little
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
scoring center, and speedy guard marriage of music and theater as figure in a simple long-sleeved
Billy Flint, each racked up 20 exemplified in the works of the black dress. Even before she
STATl NEWS CO.
Tune in Disneyland on ABC-TY. See TV listings lor time and channel. The only used car* backed by a $1,000,000 Bond are Nash Dealers' Bonded Select Used Corti Your wisest buy I
points.
great master. , , From program starts, the stark mood has bees
u-w

V. F. W. Post Opens Membership Drive
F ■’a

Me.

Army

General George

Car-

hope through a brief

the

the day
an all-day one-day
 “Present
the
ing drive will
conducted
Aii- National Guard
cuts in the benefits of
Feb.
The
is to
States and Territories
called Muster Day’’ through* 430.714.” said. That is all

Get Our'Double FeatureOffer:
e j Most New Car

2*

Most Money for Your

for Your Money

Present Car...at

...1956 Nash!

Your Nash Dealer!

the

IS

Compare Size!
Compare Value!
Compare Our Deal!

DREWETT’S GARAGE

U. S. ROUTE 1

WARREN

TEL CRESTWOOD 3-2332
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Thomaston Pythian Orders Install Jointly

THOMASTON

tSENATOR

New, ma doci&i Items, Notices and Advertisements mt) be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST., TEL 156-fi
Miss Rae Clark arrives home
today from the University of
Maine tq spend the remainder of
the week with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Aaron Clark.
Claude Beaupre attended class
es of instruction on repair of die
sel engines in Somersworth, N. H.
Thursday and Friday in the inter
est of Farm and Home Supply
Company.
Cecil Barter is employed at the
Thomaston National Bank.
Volunteer workers on the Hot
Lunch program at the Lura Libby
School this week are: Mrs. Glennice Burns. Mrs. Saxon DeWolfe,
Mrs. Richard Monroe and Mrs.
Irma Peters.
The Boy Scout Troop 215 will
meet Thursday evening at the
Federated Church at 7 o’clock in
stead of Wednesday night, due to
the Roil Call Church supper.

A Cub Scout planning meeting
will be held tonight at 7 o'clock
at the Federated Church to make
plans for the February Pack
meeting.
Students in Mrs. Hazel Carroll’s
third grade not absent or tardy
are:
Robert Beattie.
Jeffrey
Fales. Rita Harper, Ronald Korhonen, Judy McLain, Andrea Mel
gard and Jimmy Strong.
Mrs. Arthur Henry and children
Dwight and Carla, have returned
from a weeks visit with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs Robert Spauld
ing. in Brighton Mass.
The February meeting of the
Garden Club will be held Thurs
day at 3 p. m.. with Mrs. HarrySweeny on Green street. Members
are requested to bring interesting
short articles on horticulture or
birds; personal experences with
either, or articles written by
others.
Father and Son Night was ob
served by the Lions Club at Knox
Hotel last Wednesday night with
approximately 30 in attendance.
Following a supper and business
meeting. Roland Genthner of Wal
doboro showed movies.
The Ladies’ of St. James’ Club

"tU Rwu&j
to l-lute Botfov

i PAYNE

met last Wednesday night at the
Church Hall with 15 attending.
Plans were made to entertain the
Maine Diocesan Council of Cath
olic Women at the Church Hall
on Feb. 14. The following commit
tee was named: Mrs. Sophie Bur
gess. Mrs. Lida O’Neil, Mrs.
Doris Hardy. Mrs. Helen Lynch.
Mrs. Margaret Richardson, Mrs.
Madeline Hanley, Mrs. Jack Dor
seys.
Mrs. William Flint was hostess
to the Contract Club Friday after
noon. Prizes were awarded to
Mrs. Percival
Pierpont. Mrs.
Florence Gardiner and Mrs. Flint.
Others attending were: Mrs
A-thur Elliot. Mrs. Harold Dana.
Mrs. Harry Sweeny, Mrs. William
Boynton. Mrs. Fred Overlock
Mrs. Maynard Spear. Mrs. R. H
Tanner, Mrs. Emerson Lambe
and Miss Hilda George.
Entertains Youth Fellow

ship Group
The members of the We-Two
Club entertained the Youth Fel
lowship Group of the Federated
Church at a “progressive supper"
Sunday evening. The first course
was served at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Connon who
were assisted by Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Grafton: second course
at Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone’s
home with Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Allen assisting; third course with
Rev. and Mrs. George H. Gledhill
who were assisted by Mrs. Rich
ard Woodcock; fourth course was
served by Dr. and Mrs. Laurence
Shesler who were assisted by Mr.
and Mrs. John Morrison. Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Jameson and Mr3.
Gordon Peters. The group re
mained at the Shesler home to
play games. Attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Melgard, Judy
Connon. Sandra Stetson, Peter
Melgard
David Stone, William
Flint. William Gay, Peter Gay.
Jack Bell and Blake Donaldson.

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

* SnMf

pJo Gfcw,£-ftSv
CWte. Midyett
The friendly Munger Hotel i> ju>t

a hop, skip and jump from

BUNKER NHL * OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION

AT THE NAVY YARD
Welcome to Boston*- newest, mo«t

convenient hptel. Direct entrance

from North Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy room* has its oun hath and
radio.

FROM

Mrs. Marion Gray, DDP, and
Mrs. Mary Alley, DDM, of Dis
trict No. 16, attended the Rebekah
, District Meeting No. 21, held in
Bangor Saturday.
The Camden Community Hospi
tal Club will meet at Green Gables
Inn Thursday at 12.30. Mrs.
Emaline Sykes will be the hostess.
The United Spanish War Vet
erans and Auxiliary will meet
Wednesday at the Legion Hal!
with supper at 6 o’clock.
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church will
hold a work meeting at its next
regular meeting Wednesday. The
hostesses will be Mrs. Doris Hen
derson, Mrs. Lucinda Waterman,
Mrs. Vera Fitzsimmons and Mrs.
Adele Hopkins.
Judson Manning of Boston was
a weekend guest of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Manning.
Miss Nancy Hobbs of Boston
I spent the weekend as guest of her
mother, Mrs. J. C. Hobbs.
The Fellowship Supper and reg
ular monthly business meeting of
the Chestnut Street Baptist Church
will be held on Thursday evening.
Supper will be served at 6.15.

When making out your will re
member your church and your
hospital.

Photo bv McKeon
Ruth Dodge, district deputy grand guard of Boothbay Harbor, extreme left, and Alden Watts, deputygrand chancellor, of Thomaston, extreme right, hand the ceremonial gavels to the new top officers,
Greta Clark of Thomaston, most excellent chief of Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters, and Albert Harjula of Thomaston, chancellor commander of Areuna Lodge, Knights of Pythias.

Joint installation ceremonies Albert Harjula, chancellor com
of the officers of Arcana Lodge, mander; William Young. vice
Knights of Pythias, and May chancellor; Robert Todd, prelate;
Stan Smith, master of work;
flower Temple, Pythian Sisters,
Robert Hail, secretary; Llewellyn
were held Friday evening at the Baines, financial secretary.
Knights of Pythias hall in Thom
Alden Watts, treasurer; Francis
Ripley, master at arms; Lester
aston.
Acting as installing officers for Gray, inner guard; Wesley Rey
nolds, outer guard; Benjamin
the ceremonies were Alden Watts
Smalley, grand master at arms;
of Thomaston, deputy grand chan Frank Lineken, grand prelate;
cellor, and Mrs. Ruth Dodge of and Everett, grand secretary.
Boothbay Harbor, district d puty
Mayflower
Temple
officers
grand guard.
were: Greta Clarke, excellent
Officers of Arcana Lodge were: chief; Faustina Carney, excellent

Carter Mann and William Ander
son; Bear, Mike Mathieson; Sil
ver Arrows. Eddie Burns end
Mark Goodridge;
Gold Arrows,
Richard Ball.
Mark Goodridge,
Dale Goodman and Robert Water
man; Dcnner Strips, M ke Math
ieson and Charles Mitchell, Jr ;
Assistant Denner Strips, David
Kibbe, Blaine Osgood; Service
Stars. Ralph Stone and Stan Mc
Grath.
A Pirates Parade as held in the
form of a costume contest. Music
for the parade was played by Mrs.
Helen McAuliffe. The judging was
done by Kenneth Goodman. Mrs.
Morgan Elmer. Dr. David Mann
and Mrs. Elinor JaegeT. with Den
Five being judged the most ferocious. Refreshments of ice cream
and cookies were served by the
Den Chiefs.

$5.50 Single • $8 00 Double

Scout* Awarded
i
The regular monthly meeting of
the Cub Scouts Pack was held
Friday evening at the Congrega
tional Parish House. The theme
was Pirates.
The prayer was
given by Stephen Boutelle, and the
flag salute was led by Robert
Johnson, followed by the singing
of the National Anthem, with the
Scouts shining flashlights on the
flag. The attendance award was
won by Dens Three and Five.
The following awards were
made: Bobcat. Donald Heal; Wolf.

NORTH STATION BOSTON
FOR RESERVATIONS

Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.
Other Manger Hotels in:
New York, N Y. • Wothington. D. C.
Botton, Mots. • Cleveland, Ohio
Rochester, N Y. • Grond Rapidt, Mich.
Savonnoh, Go.

I

NOTICE
TOWN OF THOMASTON
The Town Books will close for the municipal year on
February 15. AH outstanding accounts must be submitted on
or before that date. Taxes must be paid on or before that
date or declared delinquent and printed in the Annual Report.
Signed.

LEON E. FITTS.
Town Manager.

causes and prevention of illness
and human suffering. I was parti
cularly pleased to note that the
Administration’s program recog
nizes the health problems of the
aged, the dependent, and the dis
abled. This is a subject which has
long caused me concern. Illness
and disability are among the ma
jor causes of dependency among
our citizens. The administration’s
The President’s Economic
program emphasizes the presi
Report
dent’s continuing effort to seek
Last week President Eisenhower better health for all of our people.
submitted his annual report on the
Admiral Peary Stamp
economic state of the nation to
This year May 6 will mark the
Congress. This report highlighted
the major economic achievements 100th anniversary of the birth of

senior; Marceline Stone, excel
lent junior; Ella Andrews, mana
ger; Lois Harjula.
treasurer;
Thelma Everett, secretary; Kate
Bean, past chief. Eva Williamson,
protector; Elvie Shields, guard:
Stella Robinson, pianist.
Gue3t soloists for the affair were
Rev. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick,
with refreshments arranged by
Barbara Baines, Nina Watts, and
Gladys Ring.
Grace Irving was the most ex
cellent chief of the evening. Sev
eral officers of Mizpah Temple of
Boothbay were present.

MRS. FLORA F. St OTT
Mrs. Flora F. Scott. 52. wife of
William Scott of Camden, died
Saturday at Camden.
Mrs. Scott was born. June 5.
1903. at Dresden Saxony. Ger
many. the daughter of Richards
and Freda Siedler Zinglcr. A for
mer resident of New York, she
had been a resident of Camden
for the past four years.
She was a member of the Cam
den Baptist Church, a past mem
ber of Megunticook Grange, a
member of Chadavae Club of the
Baptist Church and of the Wom
en’s Auxiliary. American Legion.
Surviving besides her husband,
are a daughter, Mrs. Theodora
Flora Blackington.
and three
grandchildren, all of Camden.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday (today) at 4 p. m., from
the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home, with Rev. Melvin H. Dorr
Jr., officiating. Interment will be
in Oak Hill Cemetery.
MRS. THERESA T. ROBISHAW
Mrs. Theresa T. Robishaw, 33.
wife of Robert Robishaw, died
Sunday at her home, 83 New
County Road, after a long illness.
Mrs. Robishaw was born at West
brook, June 7, 1922. the daugh
ter of Archie and Susie Blanchard
Landry.
She was a member of the
Daughters
of
St.
Bernard’s
Church.
Surviving are her husband;
three sons. Dennis, Robert. Jr.,
Roger and one daughter. Ann, all
of Rockland; her mother, Mrs.
Susie Landry of Westbrook; three
brothers. Sevrin Landry, Robert
Landry of Westbrook and Albert
Landry of Ashton. R. I.; four sis
ters. Mrs. Ida Strout, Mrs. Alma
Collins. Mrs. Joan Webb and Mrs.
Lydia Peters, all of Westbrook.
Rosary will be recited Tuesday
and Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. at
the Burpee Funeral Home, Re
quiem High Mass will be held
Thursday at 9 a. m. at St. Bern
ard's Church with Rev. George
Goudreau officiating.
Interment
will be in St. Bernard’s Coughlin
Memorial Cemetery.

■^REPORTS

of 1955.
It was a record year
economically speaking, with the
gross national product approach
ing 400-billion dollars, and gen
eral prosperity at the highest level
in history.
The president indicated, how
ever. that he is keenly aware that
while the nation as a whole is
enjoying history making prosperi
ty. some areas are not sharing
this economic success. The report
pointed out in particular that one
of the key problems is chronic
local unemployment such as we
have in parts of Maine. The presi
dent outlined a detailed program
for helping to reduce these poc
kets of unemployment through in
creased federal, state, and local
co-operation. If the recommenda
tions contained in the report are
carried out, we can expect to en
joy continued national prosperity
while reducing present unemploy
ment.

with her husband, Philip, who has
employment there.
Mrs. Foster Conary of Bucksport recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
Waldin Hildings.
Miss Elizabeth Gray and Miss
Betsy Kelwick returned Monday
to Husson College in Bangor alter
spending a week's vacation in
town.
VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jenkins
PATRICIA DUNCAN
and children were guests last
Correspondent
week of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Green
Tel. 172
law. Mr. Jenkins’ father was a
former pastor of the Union
Muriel Chilles spent a few days Church.
with her sister and brothei-inMiss Cala Dickey is visiting
law. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pat-Mrs. Maud Barstow in Rockrick in Rockland.
land.
Mrs. Carolyn Holmquist was
Mrs. Laura Skoog was hostess JOHN JOHNSTON
! hostess to “Just Another Club” on to the Players group Friday eve 1
John Johnston, 87. formerly of
{ Friday evening. Lunch was served ning. Seven were present and a this city, died Jan. 26. at New
and an enjoyable evening sp< nt. variety of prizes were awarded port News, Va. Mr. Johnston was
Mrs. Alice Hall is a surgical pa- each one- Lunch was served la‘er associated with A. P. Blaisdell in
in the evening.
the Rockland Hardware Co. when
tient at Knox Hospital.
The Union Church Choir enjoy that business was located at The
Isabel
Osgood.
Dorothy
Bennett,
ROCKPORT
ed a supper at the church vestry Brook.
Frances Brown, Elizabeth Gray
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Local relatives include Mrs.
Thursday
night. The menu con
j were among the Rockland visitors
Correspondent
sisted of “red top” casserole, j Annie Tripp and Clarence Flan
Telephone Camden 2483
on Friday.
salads, hot rolls and pie. The com ders of Rockland and Mrs. Helen
The recently formed club, “The
mittee in charge was: Doris Tripp, formerly of this city, now
Rscent guests of Inez Carleton, Mad Jems”, met with Mrs Arey, May Tolman, Margaret of Vermont.
Union street, were Mr. and Mrs. Doris Chilles last Wednesday ^amg an{j cora pefc rson. After
Richard Brown of Wichita, Kan., night. Two new members joined a short rehearsal a social eve MBS. JENNIE I. ROBBINS
Mrs. Jennie I. Robbins, 57. wife
Ronald Hoyle of Stony Point, They were Mrs. Edith Skoog and ning was enjoyed. Special guests
Lunch
of Albert E. Robbins of 580 Main
N. Y.. Mr. and Mrs. James Con Mrs. Annette Philbrook.
were Linnie Smith, Grade Lawry
ners of Cushing. Mr. and Mrs. was served and the evening pass- and Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Stack- street, died Monday after a long
illness.
Theodore Simmons of Orono and ed playing games and watching house.
She was born in Rockland May- *
Mr. and Mrs. Faughn Marston television.
20.
1898. daughter of Frank and
and son Faughn of Bath.
Mrs. Dorothy Knowlton went to
Annie Allen Walsh.
Guests last week of Mrs. Fldr- 1 Rockland Friday to meet her hus- Museum Activities
|
She is survived by her husband,
ence Knight were: Mrs. Edna band. Albert, who came home for
Tuesday
one
son,
Ralph
Gray
of
Rockland;
Smith, Miss Grace Church, Miss the weekend.
7.30 p. m. Adult Art Class
one sister, Mrs. Helen Eckert,
Edith Wall, Mr. and Mrs. KenMrs. Sadie Dyer went to Booth7.30 p. m. Knox County Poultry Poughkeepsie. N. Y.; four broth
neth Weymouth and daughter bay Harbor to spend the weekend
Improvement Association
ers, Clarence Pettie of Waldo !
Pendra of Camden. Mrs. Knight —------------------—------------------- -------7.30 p. m. Theatre Guild
boro,
Llewellyn Elwell of Spruce
received a box of fruit recently
Wednesday
Head, Austin and Herbert Elwell
from her niece. Mrs. Ruth Me3.30 p. m. Girl Scouts—Troop 10 of St. George.
Carthy from Fort Lauderdale,
Public Party
7.30 p. m. Civil Air Patrol
Funeral services will be held
Florida.
7.30 p. m. Theatre Guild
Wednesday from Burpee Funeral
Billy Anderson of Port Clyde
SPECIAL GAMES
Thursday
Home at 2 p. m., with Rev. Merle
was a weekend guest of Kenneth
3.30 p. m. Brownie Scouts — S. Conant officiating. Interment
Wentworth, Jr.
Every Tuesday Night
Troop 14
will be in Sea View cemetery.
Women’s Relief Corps
7.30 p. m. Coast Guard Auxili
There are too many people try
WIIJJAMS-BRAZIER POST
ary
The Fred A. Norwood National
ing to save the world, and too few
7.30 p. m. Knox County Band
Women’s Relief Corps met Thurs
NO. 17
trying to save themselves.
Saturday
day evening at the home of Mrs.
Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building
9.30 a. m. Children’s Art Classes
Evelyn Heath, Camden street,
Another football season is over,
t-T-tf
with Mrs. Heath and Miss Joan
but that doesn’t mean there will
For
social
Items
in
The
Courier
Heath as hostesses.
be nothing to kick about.
! Gazette. Phone 770. City.
Plans were discussed for a booth
at the Rockport High School.
PUBLIC PARTY
The group was pleased to wel
ENDS TUESDAY: "THE LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS"
come back Mrs. Della Miller, who
has been on a month’s trip to the
COMMUNITY BUILDING
ROCKLAND
western states.
MAINE
Every
Coming events of the Relief
Corps are a Valentine’s party at
(TEL 892)
Wednesday Night
the home of Mrs. Alice Simonton,
-equipped for HI-FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND
Simonton’s Corner, on Thursday
7.30 P. M.
evening, Feb. 16 and a meeting at
the home of Mrs. Vinie Johnson on
Knox County
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY - Double Feature
Fish and Game Assn.
MATINEES START 1.30 ----- EVENINGS 6.30-8.00
Feb. 33.
4-t-tf
Mrs. Pendleton, the incoming
president. announced plans to hold
Past Presidents’ Night in March,
The next meeting of the Corps
will be held at the home of Miss
Marion Weidman on Thursday
evening with Miss Weidman and
Mrs. Georgia Walker as hostess.

13-14

STARTS NOW! Camden

Natural Gas Bill
For the past two weeks the
Senate has been debating proposed
amendments to the Natural Gas
Act to exempt producers from
strict utility-type regulation by
the Federal Power Commission.
When Congress originally passed
the Natural Gas Act in 1938, it was
thought that the bill covered only
interstate pipe-line transmission
companies, but gradually the
FPC and the courts in their de
cisions extended coverage of the
act to producers. S nee there is no
utility-type monopoly in the pro
duction of natural gas, the appli
cation of strict utility-type regu
lation to the producers* has for
sometime appeared to be an un
justified interference with free
enterprise and a dangerous pre
cedent.
When the bill to exempt natural
gas producers from strict utilitytype regulation was considered by
the Interstate and Foreign Com
merce Committee, I voted to re
port it to the Senate for debate;
and last Friday I spoke in favor
of the bill on the Senate Floor. A
final vote on the bill is expected
sometime this week. If the natural
gas industry is freed from un
necessary con trols, perhaps it
will hasten the day when we will
have natural gas available for use
in Maine.
The Administration's Health Progra m
President Eisenhower sent his
Health Program to Congress last
week. The new program includes
a substantial increase in Federal
funds for medical research, action to strengthen basic health
services throughout the nation,
and proposals to help our people
meet the costs of medical care

without the dangers of socialized
medicine.
The president’s proposals for increased funds for research will
aid our medical organizations in
gaining a better knowledge of the

LOANS

*25, *50/100 £*1200
Gtf tywi "fyuftC Gtdif
or other pions

,

Choose your own way to re
pay — Take up to 24 months.

t
i

"bfe 'murine? at ro additional cwt •hroufti She
John Hawech Mutual Lite Insurance Cemaany "

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND
Phone: 1730

“ To Hell And Back ”

Mrs. Jane Cushing of Pemaquid
spent the weekend with Mrs. R.
B. Hinkley.
Mrs. Elroy Gross and Mrs.
Raymond Bagley were In Rock
land Friday.
Stanley Vannah, Jr.. Earl Win
chenbach, Douglass Williamson,
who are employed in East Hart
ford, Conn., spent the weekend at
their homes.
Walter Kaler, Jr., was called to
Conway, N. H., Friday by the
death of his aunt.
The PTA will meet Feb. 2, at
8 p. m., at the high school.
Charles Dziegielewski will be the
guest speaker. His subject will be
“Poland, the Land of Tradition.”
The hostesses will be Mrs. Rose
Weston and Mrs. Asa Kimball.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller
called on her aunt, Miss Etta
Benner bn Sunday.

2.00-6.30-8.30

PLUS ADDED ATTRACTION
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THE

___

NAT KIN6 COLE

CROokedWEb
I’R!

MUSICAL STORY f
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cl N EmaScOPC I

R1C8AR0

Product ml Directed by Hill COWAN

LOVEJOY - BLANCHARD - DEHNING
> axunu ecm« ■ «cum moucnaa

Uod

W Screen her
LOU B^T'.OW
H>eetrt hj NATHAN HERTZ IUMN

Ml the Guts and Glory . . . AI1 the Heart and Heartbreak ol
America's Fight For SurvlvaL The Most Courageous Story
To Coma Out of Any War, Boldly Told, and Filmed
........... ...
Of CINEMASCOPE AND TECHNICGLOBI_____
1_

MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261

« AGNES MOOREHEAD • CONRAD NAGEL • A UNIVERSAL INTERMATIONAL PICTURE

FRINK

. MONEY IN 1 DAY

PUBLIC LOAN
359 Main Street

AUDIE MURPHY STARS AS HIMSELF in

WALDOBORO

THRU THURSDAY

THRU THURSDAY-ONE EVENING SHOW AT 7.15 P. M.
Most Decorated Hero!

Miscellany
Other important highlights last
week included — serving as a
member of the Senate-House Con
ference Committee on disaster
loan legislation—receiving notifi
cation that beginning next Ap^il
the bomber w ng at Limestone will
be the first in the nation to switch
from B-36’s to B-52’s—visiting w.th
Maine Young Republicans attend
ing the YR Leadership Training
School here in Washington—con
ferring with General Accounting
Office officials on legislation I am
drafting to improve federal bud
getary and accounting procedures
—attending committee hearings on
automobile marketing practices,
television, aviation, and banking
matters—reviewing revised Cen
sus Bureau estimates of Maine’s
1955 population which indicate an
increase of 16,000 over the 1954
’ estimates although the total state
population is still estimated to be
some 9,000 below the 1950 census
total of 913,774.

HELD OVER

Theatre

The Exciting Tru-Life Story of Audie Murphy, America's

Admiral Robert E. Peary. Al
though born in Pennsylvania. Ad
miral Peary grew up in Maine
and attended Bowdoin before en
tering government service as a
civil engineer first with the Coast
and Geodetic Survey and later
with the Navy. For over 20 years
Admiral Peary participated in
Arctic expeditions, and on April
6. 1909. he became the first ex
plorer in history to reach the
North Pole.
This achievement
made his name synonymous with
courageous Arctic exploration and
symbolic of that indomitable spirit
which has made our nation what
it is today. Recently I wrote to the
Postmaster General urging the is
suance of a commemorative stamp
as part of the Peary centenary
celebration. This would be a fit
ting tribute for our nation to pay
to a great American explorer.

. ~*,==

CAULFIELD’

X

Bowery Boys in "HIGH SOCIETY"

FRI-SAT.

True Adventure Film "NAKED SEA"

A

I TtCMN«<XOR

A Universal-International Featurette

ROCKLAND
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"A THOMASTON INQUISITION"
WRITTEN BY CYRUS EATON
By F. L. S. Morse
Conclusion

Rev. Oliver Jordan Fernald
wag born in Boston in May 1822
and was graduated from Cam
bridge Theological School in 1847.
He was ordained pastor in Thom
aston in 1848 and in the same year

married Susan, daughter of Dr.
Moses Ludwig who then lived in
what we call the Montgomery
house on Main street, and built
his house just east of Dr. Lud
wig’s home. He died May 8. 1861
in thc Thorndike Hotel in Rock

We quote the Rockland Gazette’
of May 9, 1831, “Mr. Fernald leftj
here in his usual health on Mon
day and went to Portland to at
tend Grand Lodge of the Free
Masons, of which he was a prom
inent member. While there he had
a dispatch desiring his return to
attend the funeral of a parishioner
and took the boat on return trip
to obey the call. On the passage

he was seized with a severe at
tack of diabetes to which disease
he had been subject for a year or
two past.

On his arrival here he was able
to walk with assistance, but on
reaching the hotel, grew rapidly
worse and sank very low becom
ing unconscious and remaining so
until the time of his death about
midnight.
Rev.

Fernald was a good

citi

zen and took a prominent part in
town affairs especially as con
cerned education. He was most in
fluential In establishing Thomas
ton High School in connection
with the Academy in 1860.
Fernald did not pronounce his
name as others do who spell
theirs in the same way. The ac
cent was very strong on the last
syllable and the A was pro
nounced as in hat.

Fage Seven

All who have read this story by cere and earnest.
Cyrus Eaton will agree that our
F. L. S. Morse
pastors are more tolerant than
ministers were 100 years ago.
Men In Service
Whatever their views may be. our
readers probably agree that Fer Have Benefits In
nald held his own in the argu
ment as quoted by Eaton whose Income Tax Law
sympathies were all with his pas
Military personnel enjoy certain
tor. While
he other ministers
may have appeared to be a bit in special benefits under the income
tolerant. they were doubtless sin tax law. Whitrvey L. Whee’er, dis

SHELL BETTER DRIVING QUIZ NO. 1

trict director of the Internal
Revenue Service in Maine an
nounced today.
Such items as subsistence and
rental allowance, the govern
ment’s part of the family alli
ance, state bonus, mustering out
pay, uniform allowance, gratuity
pay. and National Service life in
surance dividends, are not tax
able and should not be included in
the return.
Lump sum payments received
by Air Corps Reserve officers in
termination of service under Act
of June 16. 1936, are not con
sidered mustering out pay and are
therefore taxable.
Compensation for services, long
evity pay, and re-enlistment bo
nus. are taxable and are usually
included in the amount shown on
the Form W-2, he explained.
Those persons who complete the
long Form 1040 and itemize de
ductions on page two may deduct
amounts expended for insignia
and attachments for the uniform,
! loss due to replacement of short
age in accounts not due to negligence, and other deductions al
lowable to individuals not in the
military service.
Items not deductible include,
auto upkeep, damage to household
’ equipment in moving, depreciation
on uniforms, expense of visiting
home, uniforms or alterations.
and war insurance premiums.
The card form 1040A will again
be available for the person whose
total wages are less than $5,000
and who did not have over $100 of
other income. Form 1040 will meet
the needs of those who do not use
Form 1G40A.
“In completing the form,” Mr.
Wheeler further explained, “you
should add your service serial
number after your name.
The instruction booklet issued
with the return will answer a lot
of your questions.”
An additional source of infor
mation, the booklet, ‘Your Fed
eral Income Tax. 1955’ may be ob
tained by sending 25c to the U.
S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C.

Government
Positions Open

This advertisement prepared in cooperation with the Automotive Safety Foundation.

How fast can you touch each square
in numerical order ?
WITHIN 9 SECONDS?

Your reflexes are about average.

WITHIN 7 SECONDS?

Very good.

WITHIN 5 SECONDS?

Excellent.

The United State Civil Service
Commission has announced ex
aminations for the following po
sitions: chemist, physicist, mathe
matician. metallurgist and eleci tronic scientist, paying $4,345 to
$11,610. for work in various Fed
eral agencies in Washington. D.
C.. and vicinity; tobacco inspec
tor, paying $3,175 to $4,525 in thc
Department of Agriculture loca
ted throughout the United States
and its Territories: and district
supervisor. $6,390 a year, for work
in the Bureau of Motor Carriers.
Interstate Commerce Commission
located throughout the United
States.
No written tests will be given
but applicants must have had ap
propriate experience or a com
bination of appropirate education
and experience. Education alone
may be qualifying for positions
paying $4,345 a year in the sci
entific fields.
The Commission also states that
there is still an urgent need for
electronic, mechanical and aero
nautical engineers, and electronic
scientists and physicists in naval
I laboratories and evaluation cen
ters in California in positions pay
ing from $5,440 to $11 610 a year.
Further information may be ob
tained by requesting a ropy of An
nouncement
Number 12-14-(55(
from the Board of U. S. Civil Ser
vice Examiners for scientists and
engineers. 1030 East Green street,
Pasadena 1, Calif., or from the
places named below.
Furth-r information regarding
all of the positions, including in
structions on applying nnd appli
cation forms, may be obtained
from E. E. Hary located at the
Rockland Post Office.

MATINICUS

MORE THAN NINE SECONDS? YOUR REACTIONS ARE
TOO SLOW. DON’T DRIVE OVER 45 M.P.H.*
We believe that being a good neighbor calls for

more

wheel must be on guard constantly. That’s the reason for

our

this message. America’s highways form a great personal

job is to help keep you safe on the road. It’s not enough

transportation system. When all motorists use these

that today’s cars are the finest, safest ever made.

highways safely all the time, that’s the sign of a better

than just providing you with good products. Part of

We

need safe drivers in the safe cars. Everyone behind a

future... for you...for all of us.

• Authority: Dr. Herbert J. Stack. Director, Center for Safety Education. Neui York Unsversity

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Sign °fa betterfutureJoryou

Florence Bearce and Hi
Bunker have gone Down East
the winter months.
We had quite a snowstorm i
day but not of long durat
Made good snowballing for
chidren.
June Thompson is home f
Vinalhaven for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Y<
and daughter Jeannette. 1
gone to Massachusetts.
I Young and Jeannette will
relatives while Clayton ret
in a few days.
Dr. Earle and nurse Mar
Rascoe of Vinalhaven were
Monday to give the polio i
to the children. Due to the s
storm, they remained oven
with Mr. and Mrs. John Mit<
The supper held at the cl
Wednesday night for benef
Ladies Aid brought around
Very good for the number of
pie here this winter.
I

When a tight wad parte
inflated dollar o< today
coetz him thirty cents
anfultb.

Page Fight

Tuesday-Tb ursday-Saturdoy
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Interdenomination- TRAILER HOME PROMPTS

Rainbow Girls Seat New Officers

al Youth Service

Social Matters

TRAILER CAKE

Next Sunday
The

seventh

annual

interde

nominational youth service is to

The Tonian Circle will meet
The Opportunity Class of the
First Baptist Church will meet at Wednesday at 6.30 p. m. for a
the home of Mis Bernice Leach supper at the Universalist Church.
Thursday evening. Feb. 2. Each In charge of the affair is Mrs.
member please bring a valentine Levi Flint and Miss Katherine
Veazie. The younger women of the
The choir of First Universalist parish are invited to attend as
Church will rehearse with Mrs. special guests and each member
Esther Rogers, director, at the of the club is requested to bring
home of Mr. and Mrs. Philip R two sets of dishes.
Bailey at 10 Claremont street,
Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock.
Marilyn Sarah Wood of the Uni
versalist Manee ent«i tained at her
The Nurses Guild will meet with sixth birthday party held at her
Lorna Clark at the home of Dr. home on Friday afternoon.
Howard Apollonio in Rockiport on
Feb. 1 at 8 p. m.
The WSCS of the Pratt Memo
rial Methodist Church will hold its
Lady Knox Chapter. DAR wl’l regular meeting Wednesday at
meet Monday, with Mrs. George 7.30 p. m. in the church vestry
H Wdod. 66 Talbot avenue. Guest following the family supper. The
speaker is to be Fred Perkins of devotional services will be in
Shirley Rollins.
Warren, who is also connected charge
with YVRKP. Assist ng Mrs. Wood
The WSCS will hold an all dayin serving refreshments:
Mrs
Gertrude Boody, Mrs.** Kenneth sewing meeting. Thursday in the
Mrs.
Lord.
Mrs. Katherine Haines, Methodist Church vestry.
Mrs. R. J. Meehan. Mrs. Harriett Ivy Chatto and Mrs. Alice Con
Merriam.
Mrs. Cornelius Over ant will be in charge of the ni or.
lock. Mrs. Ruth Sturtevant and luncheon. Sewing will be done on
Janette Stahl, some of whom aprons for the fair. Anyone not
are out of town at the present solicited will give a small dona
time. Delegates and alternates to tion. All ladies of the parish are
cordially invited to attend.
both the annual DAR State Con
ference to t>e held at Hotel EastThe WCTU will meet Friday at
land, March 29-30. and to the Con
2.30 p. m.. with Miss Ada Young.
tinental Congress, in Washington.
100 North Main street. Mrs. R.
D. C., the week of April 17. Money
O. Johnston will conduct the wor
raised from a recently held card
ship service. A program on medpary for benevolent purposes of iacal temperance and narcotics
Lady Knox Chapter will be dis will be presented.
posed of. The vice regent, Mrs.
Raymond Watts, will preside.

of

Mrs. Donald Russell was guest
of honor at a stork shower held
Wednesday night at the home of
Mrs. Howe Glover, Lake View
Drive. Mrs. John LaCrosse and
Miss Helen LaCrosse assisted the
hostess.
Buffet luncheon was
served.
The refreshment table
was beautifully decorated with
spring flowers being used as a
centerpiece.
The guest list in
cluded. Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin.
Mrs. Charles Duff Mrs. John
Duff, Mrs. Donald Chisholm. Mrs.
Ralph Clark. Mrs. George Ellis.
Mrs. Lawrence Blood. Mrs. James
Flanagan.
Mrs. Walter Loker.
Mrs. George Phillips, Mrs. Jason
Thurston. Mrs Arnold Hocking.
Mrs.
Edward La we nee.
Mrs.
Frederick LaCrosse, Mrs. An
thony Cevasco. Mrs. Helen Law
rence and Miss Evelyn Weed of
Rockland
Mrs. Samuel Glover.
Mrs. Kent Glover, Mrs. Domenic
Cuccinello, Mrs. Donald Morang.
and Mrs. Albert Havener of Owls
Head. Mrs. Theodore Allard of
Spruce Head and Mrs. Donald
Slocumb of Camden.

Tenants Harbor

Each

(In Quantities of Dozen)

'

UZZELL
PHOTOGRAPH STUDIO
572 MAIN ST.
TEI.. UM-W!
RIM KIANTi. ME.
10-11*13

Haith.

The Rockland Assmebly, Order

of Rainbow for Girls, held their

Telephone 69

Jeanne H. Cook, graduate of St.
George High School in ’55 is one
of four University of Maine stu
dents in the Home Economics
class to receive a scholarship pre
I
sented by Charles Gannon, Port
'
land, director of A&P Food
Stores in Maine.
The Hobby Club met at the
home of Mrs. James Taylor,
Tuesday, for afternoon and eve
ning meeting.
Mrs. Henry Allen returned home
Sunday from Cornish, where she
has been visiting for several days
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stew-art.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jacob
son recently celebrated their 10th
wedding anniversary.
The Tenants Harbor mothers,
under the chairmanship of Aunc
Bragdon. who marched Thursday
evening were. Andrea Thorbjornson. Natalie Stimpson, Dorothy
Phillips, Jessie Harris. Mary DaHarper Virginia Bryant. Esther
vis, Lucille Jacobson. Josephine
Frieder. Fanny Makinen and Ma
rion Watts.
Mrs. Calvin Smith was a guest
Sunday of her niece. Mrs. Gwen
dolyn Clark at Cornish.

The members of the Auxiliary
are welcoming Mrs. Julia John
son of Rockland, a Gold Star
Mother, who has recently joined
the unit. At the recent council
meeting at Damariscotta, this
unit had the largest number in at
tendance. being represented by 10
members.
At present the auxiliary is busy
working on articles for a fair,
which will be held in the summer.
A doll and complete wardrobe
will be an attraction.

Turning over a new leaf for New
Year’s doesn’t count as much as
the writing done on it.
For social items in The Courier
Gazette. Phone 770. City

GREGORY'S

Lemon Sale
STARTS THURSDAY, FEB. 2

Real Bargains on Odd Lots,

Broken Sizes, Closed Out
MERCHANDISE FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK

SHOP and SAVE

•U*’
fll*1’

Barbara Whitehill, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitehill of

Encouragement

MISS BEVERLY JANE FICKETT AND

Given For
Victims of Stroke

EDWARD SHAW UNITED IN MARRIAGE

ceremonies

Sunday

afternoon at the Masonic Temple
with Miss Yvonne Withington.

retiring worthy advisor, acting as
installing officer for the ceremo
nies.

In the past, sympathy was almost the only help available to
the tragic victims of hemiplegia.
Half paralyzed, unable to care for
themselves, often unable even to
speak, they have crowded nursing
homes and institutions for custo- |
dial care. Recent developments. >
however, have proved that many
of these people can be rehabili- i
tated.
The name for the paralysis of i
one side of the body comes from
two Greek words meaning “half
stroke.’’ It is usually the result
of brain damage following throm
bosis.
embolism.
hemorrhage, ’
or an injury. There are no defi
nite statistics on the number of
hemipleg|es in the United States
but estimates run as high as 1.500.000.
The majority do not die of a
first stroke. They improve to a
greater or lesser degree, and of
ten live a number of years despite
their disabilities. Usually consid
ered a hopeless case, the hemi
plegic until recently has received !
little or no special care or rehab
ilitation services.
Experience has now proved that
with a dynamic rehabilitation ap
proach. the hemiplegic is
a
lost cause. Many can be taught to
walk again to care for them
selves, and even to do gainful
work.
Among methods used to prevent
and treat deformities are exer
cises, heat, massage and various
mechanical devices such as pul
leys, splints and braces. As quick
ly as possible after the stroke the
patient should begin learning to
use t.he unaffected limbs to per
form the activities of daily liv
ing. A right-handed person who
a right hemiplegia
will have to learn to eat, dress
himself and to write with his left
hand. And while he is learning
these one-handed skills retraining
of the affected arm is begun.
Many .patients have a complete
return of function if the muscle
re-education is given carefully
over a long period of time. Others
will be left with varying degrees
of permanent disability. But even
with these patients, much can be
done with simple
mechanical
devices to enable them to achieve
lives of independence and useful
ness.

not

has suffered

Miss Beverly Jane
Fickett. j bridegroom’s mother wore a silk
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon print dress, black accessories and
corsage of pink carnations.
Fickett of 60 Willow street, be
Assisting at the reception were:
came the bride of Edward Shaw,
Mrs. Arlene McLain, sister of the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Claron Shaw bride. Mrs. Laurel Shaw. Mrs.
of North Main street. Friday at Georgia Blish and Mrs. Edith
the Methodsit parsonage.
Rev. Fales.
m erle Conant officiated
at the
Following the ceremony the
7.30 o'clock double ring service. A couple left on a wedding trip of
recepiton followed at the home of unannounced destination. On their
the bride’s parents.
return they will reside on North
The bride given in marriage by Main street.
The bride is a graduate of
her father, wore a street length

Rockland High School, and is em
ployed in the law office of Frank
Raiding. The bridegroom attend
ed the Rockland High School. He
is at present employed at Black
& Gay Canners.

Photoi

MISS JUNE GARDI AND BILL C.
SMITH ARE UNITED IN MARRIAGE
The wedding of Miss June Pia
Gardi, of 18 Grove street, daugh
ter of Mrs. Donald H. Jones of
Tucson. Ariz.. and Bill C. Smith,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford C.
Smith of Palisade, Neb., took
place Friday at 7 o’clock at St.
Bernard’s Rectory. Rev. George
W. Goudreau officiated at the
double ring service.
A reception followed at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Perry on Grove street, aunt and
uncle of the bride. The decora
tions were maidenhair ferns, cut
flowers and red roses a gift to
the bridegroom from an aunt and
uncle in California.
The bride chose for her wedding
a pale blue wool jersey’ street I
length dress, princess style with'

M rs.

Foley.

Spiro Naum and Mrs.

NORTH HAVEN
On Sundav morning there were

66 at the Sunda>’ ^b001 At
morning worship Rev. George R.
Merriam’s theme was “Making
America Great’’ stressing it must
be done through the youth of the
land. Too little money in Maine
is being spent on education compared with other expenditures of
lesser value. Flowers were in
memory of the late Arthur Calderwood.

dress of winter white faille, white I------

You Can Buy

NATIONALLY

The price of a Mainline Tudor Six is typical of our low prices.
But it’s only a clue to the trades, the deals our quick turnover lets
us offer. Come in and

be amazed!

Get our Quick Turnover Deal nou>!

Lively

ADVERTISED

... with the Thunderbird Y-8 engine
Try Ford’s new Thunderbird Y-8 engine and find more fun
in driving . . . more confidence in its passing response. It's
the standard eight for all Fairlane and Station Wagon models,

SHOES

•vt no extra coat
AT

McLAIN
SHOE STORE

Lovely

$975 pr.

... with Thunderbird-inspired styling

And They Wear

From stem to stern, you’ll see that every lovely line of the '56 Ford
boasts its Thunderbird kinship. But even more im|xirtanl than its
Thunderbird beauty and “GO,” is Ford’s new Lifeguard Design—

McLAINS

engineered for your safety . . . and offered only in Ford.

AT THE WALK-OVER SIGN
K(HKI.AXn

Slow Down And Live!

CLOSING STORE
SELLING ALL MATERIALS AT
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Including Tables. Scales,
,
Kitchen ( ahinet, White Fnaniel
Sink and Other Items.

170

.MAIN ST.

The fine car at half the fine-car price
ri*r.

'56 Ford
(with Lifeguard Design)

,

KIM KLAKD
ll-T*Th-tfi

Ray

After the ceremony the couple
left on a wedding trip by car to
an unannounced destination. The
bride’s traveling ensemble was a
black wool suit with pink acces
sories. On their return they will
reside at the Copper Kettle.
The bride attended a convent in
Arizona and is a graduate of
Rockland High School. She is em
ployed at the Copper Kettle. The
bridegroom is a graduate of Pal
isade. Neb.. High School, and is
stationed at the Coast Guard Base
serving on the buoy tender Lau
rel.

angora collar studded with rhine-

stones, white satin hat and corsaire of sweetheart roses. Margaret Grispi was her maid of honor.
She wore a street length dress of
beige wool jersey, fashione i as
the bride’s, white accessories and
Live dangerously, if you will, corsage of yellow baby perns
,
but refrain from doing it on the
The best man was Richard
public highways.
Lawler of Boston, shipmate of
the bridegroom.
I
Read The Courier-Gazette
Assisting at the reception was

accessories and corsage of pink,
sweetheart roses.
Mrs. Helen j
Shaw, sister of the bride served
as her matron of honor. She wore
a street length dress of navy blue .
figured silk, with navy acces- !
sories and corsage of red roses.!
The best man was Laurel Shaw. |
brother of the bridegroom.
.
The bride’s mother wore a
charcoal and blue silk, street-]
length dress, black accessories
and corsage of pink roses. The

by Cullen

The novel anniversary cake pictured was presented Mr. and Mrs.
John O’Sullivan, Jr., of Crescent Street Saturday on the occasion of
their 14th wedding anniversary. The cake was decorated by Carol
Fairweather, complete with a tiny house trailer and car on a land
scaped lot. The O’Sullivans make their home in a 44 foot house
trailer, which prompted young Fairweather to decorate the cake in a
most fitting manner after his dad in the Pleasant Street Bakery had
made the cake.

The honest man seldom, loses
anything of value by standing lip
for what is right.

Remnant Shoppe
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS AT 12.30 P. M.

Religion; Sally Pinkham, Na
ture; Sandra Philbrook. Immor
tality; Verna Studley, FideJity;
Evelyn Dean, patriotism; Suz
anne Barstow. Service.
Others w-ere: Dorothy Childs,
confidential
observer;
Linda
Goodnow, outer observer; and
Wilma Freeman, choir director;
Sandra
Sylvester,
historian.
Pages were Carolyn Spear and
Rosemary lives.

Other officers installed were:
Sylvia Sulides, worthy associate
advisor; Patricia Yorke. Charity;
Judith Pease, Hope; Ellen Maxey.
Faith; Linda Fugal. recorder;
Judith Childs, treasurer.
Appointed
officers
installed
were: Sandia Hardy, chaplain:,
Norma Clark, drill leader; Eliza
beth Sulides, Love; Beth James. I

installation

Purple Door

<C

Roekland. was installed as worthy
advisor.

MRS HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent

Klnncy-Melquiftt Auxiliary

>1-50

Principal Rainbow Girl officers installed in ceremonies Sunday arc shown above with their install
ing officer and little flower girl. From the left, they are: Barbara Whitehill, worthy advisor; Patricia
Yorke, (harity; Yvonne Withington. retiring worthy advisor and installing officer; Judith Pease, Hope;
In front is (harlena Whitehill.
Sylvia Sulides, worthy associate advisor; and Ellen Maxey,
Photo by McKeon
flower girl.

be held next Sunday afternoon at
4 p. m. in the Federated Church
of Thomaston with youth from
seven different churches partici
pating.
It was announced today that the
speaker for the occasion will be
a former missionary.
Rev. H.
Christy Schjeveland. pastor of the
Damariscotta Baptist Church, will
speak on the theme “Our Citizen
ship in the World Community.’’
Mr. Schjeveland has an unusual
background for such a theme.
Born in Norway, he lived 35 years
in the Canal Zone, and from 19341946 was pastor of a Union Church
there which was composed of per
sons from 24 different denomina
tions: a truly “union church.’’ He
will feel right at home preaching
in a Federated Church. Since 1946
he has served churches in Rose
dale. Miss., and Jay. Maine, be
fore moving to the coast of Maine
at Damariscotta. At least 18 of
his youth group expect to journey
with him to Thomaston next
Sunday.
In keeping with the theme, it
has been voted that the offering
taken at the service to be used1
for overseas interdenominational
work, thus helping to build a bet
ter world.
This service is part of a na
tionwide observance ol Youth
week.
This observance began
Jan. 29 with the emphasis on
youth in the local church, sharing
in the morning worship, and con
tinues throughout this week, cul
minating all over the USA in in
terdenominational
services
on
Feb. 5. Begun in 1944. this week
includes Feb. 2. the date on which
in 1881 Christian Endeavor was
organized in the Williston Congre
gational Church in Portland, and
which has sparked the formrtion
of all the other groups of the Pro
testant Churches.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO. Route 1, Thomastou

